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Zoning board
denies requests
for properties
on Olive, Main
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
The Murray Board of Zoning
6-1
voted
Adjustments
Wednesday to deny a request to
build a new structure in place of
a current non-conforming structure on Olive Boulevard.
According to the report from
the City of Murray's planning
staff, Eugene
department
Schanbacher has owned the
property at 1323 Olive Blvd.
since 1967. It is located in an R2 (single family residential)
zone, and there is currently a
two-story apartment building
with three dwelling units located on the lot. City Planner
Candace Dowdy said it was
grandfathered.in as a non-conforming use of the property and
a non-conforming structure
when the zoning laws were set.
The building was recently
damaged in a fire, and
Schanbacher said he wanted to
demolish the building and build
a new structure in its place. He
said he wanted to move the new
building closer to Olive
Boulevard with a setback similar to the neighboring properties.
In a public hearing, nearby
resident Stuart Alexander said
he and his wife. Dana, were not

•See Page 2
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Green lighting illuminates the body of the Calloway County Courthouse (left), while red light
on the clock tower completes the Christmastime look for the facility in downtown Murray.
The building takes on this look from dusk until 8 each evening. Above, is the Robert 0.
Miller Conference Center decorated in Christmas colors.
JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times

US re-establishing relations with Cuba
year of secret talks between the U.S. and Cuba, includ- lessons to mark the historic news.
"This is like a shot of oxygen, a wish come true,
ing clandestine meetings in Canada and the Vatican and
personal involvement from Pope Francis. Setting the because with this, we have overcome our differences,"
stage for the diplomatic breakthrough. Cuba released said Carlos Gonzalez, a 32-year-old information techthat will
ASHINGTON (AP) — President Barack American Alan Gross, who had been imprisoned for nology specialist in Havana. "It is an advance
countries."
two
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for
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Obama announced the re-establishment of five years, and a Cuban
Obama's plans are sweeping: He aims to expand ecodiplomatic relations with Cuba on Wednesday exchange, three Cubans jailed in Florida were released
nomic ties with Cuba, open an embassy in Havana,
and declared an end to America's "outdated approach" by the U.S.
high-ranking U.S. officials to visit and review
send
him
carrying
Gross spoke with Obama from the plane
to the communist island in a historic shift aimed at enddesignation as a state sponsor of terrorism. The
Cuba's
on
Kerry
John
State
of
Secretary
with
met
home, then
ing a half-century of Cold War enmity.
is easing restrictions on travel to Cuba,
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U.S.
Washington
before
appeared
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and
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not
the
has
isolation
that
"These 50 years have shown
family visits, official U.S. government
for
including
worked," Obama said in remarks from the White reporters.
activities. But tourist travel
educational
and
business
brief,
in
declared
Gross
"This is game changing,"
House. "It's time for a new approach."
banned.
remains
misswith
grin
broad
a
flashed
He
remarks.
Raul
emotional
As Obama spoke to Americans.Cuban President
Obama's action marked an abrupt use of U.S. execuCastro addressed his own nation from Havana, saying ing teeth — lost during his imprisonment — after takauthority. However, he cannot unilaterally end the
tive
that while the two countries still have profound differ- ing an admiring glance at the American flags posted
U.S. economic embargo on Cuba. which
longstanding
the
on
came
release
his
that
note
ences in areas such as human rights and foreign policy, behind him and taking
Congress and would require action from
by
passed
was
Hanukkah.
of
day
first
they must learn to live together "in a civilized manner."
overturn.
In Cuba, bells pealed and school children interrupted lawmakers to
Wednesday's announcement followed more than a
By JULIE PACE
and MATTHEW LEE
Associated Press
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KHA president tells MCCH
'pat yourselves on the back'
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
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Hospital
Kentucky
Association President Mike
Rust has said he always likes
having the chance to visit
County
Murray-Calloway
Hospital for its board of
trustees' meetings.
He has known many of the
board members for most of his
19 years with KHA, plus he
fully admits, lunch is pretty
tasty as well.
However,"when he visits, he
is all about discussing business, and what he had to say
during Wednesday's meeting
had to make the board mem
hers swell with pride.

"This hospital does excellent
work. You all can really pat
yourselves on the back," Rust
said a little more than a week
before Christmas. Fittingly, he
came bearing a gift of his own.
Rust presented a large banner honoring MCCH-'s participation in a "Mom & Baby"
program KHA launched this
year through a grant of the
Anthem Foundation to promote improving safety for
mothers and their babies while
they are patients at Kentucky
hospitals.
"We've had a lot of success
with this project and, particularly, one of the places that has

III See Page 2

JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times
Kentucky Hospital Association President Mike Rust, middle, presents a large display banner
to Murray-Calloway County Hospital CEO Jerry Penner, left, and Steve Owens, chairman of
the Murray-Calloway County Public Hospital Corporation Board of Trustees Wednesday for
MCCH's participation in a "Mom & Baby" safety program.
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in favor of any rental property
in the neighborhood. Dana
added that trash is sometimes
not picked up on the property.
Phillip Moore said he wanted
to maintain the integrity of a
single family neighborhood and
he was concerned about what
would happen under the next
owner. Dan Lavit said the property is currently used unlike any
other on Olive Boulevard and
that frequent partying had
spilled over into his property
and had awoken his children.
In his rebuttal, Schanbacher
said he had some problems with
a tenant recently that were difficult to rectify. He said he tries to
promptly deal with any problems such as maintenance that
are reported to him.
The board also voted 4-3 to
deny a mixed-use planned
development project(PDP)that
was planned for 1407 Main St.
The motion stated' that the
planned use would have been
incompatible with the area.
According to the staff report,
property owner T.C. Dinh currently leases out the west side of
the building to El Rancho
Market and leases out the east
side of the building to a beauty
salon. On the upper level of the
building, there are currently 10
one-bedroom units that have
been there since the 1960s, and
Dinh had planned to turn it into
eight two-bedroom units in
addition to the El Rancho
Market.
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JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger 8 Times
Jane Ann Turner, left, and Morgan Carman take a look at the collection of bicycles and other
toys that are available as gifts for students of the Murray Independent School District Tuesday
at the Tiger Christmas headquarters inside the Hutson Ag office on Andrus Drive.

Carman: Older boys' materials
are still Tiger Christmas need
By JOHN WRIGHT
'toys,' so we're finding them to
Staff Writer
be a little tougher."
The annual Tiger Christmas
Carman said this year's Tiger
operation for the Murray Christmas numbers are down to
Independent School District is about 350 students, which ordinearing its end for 2014.
narily would be a positive, as
Morgan Carman, coordinator the less that number is the more
for MISD's Family Youth it indicates that families are
Services Resource Center, said stronger
economically.
Tuesday that things seem to be However, she is holding a
running fairly smoothly in her guarded outlook on this subject.
first year handling the drive that
"You do like to see that numputs Christmas gifts in the hands ber lower, but you also worry,"
of the district's low-income stu- she said. "With this, you
dents and their families. absolutely want to make certain
However, there is one type of that you are filling everyone's
student she said is proving to be needs. You don't want to miss
a bit difficult for which to pro- anybody."
vide.
Carman said about 30 students
"All of our girls ages, we're remain as far as having sponsors
fine. It's with older boys that in the community shop for their
we're having some difficulty gifts. That situation, though,
filling their needs, right now," received a significant boost
Carman said."With girls of any Tuesday when David Taylor
age, they're pretty easy. They Chrysler Dodge Jeep Ram of
can do artiind crafts and other Murray presented MISD with a
things.
check for $4,000 after the deal"Older boys, though, they ership sold 50 vehicles in a onedon't need what we refer to as month time frame for the second
straight year.
Carman said that money will
help fill those remaining needs.
However, she also said anyone
wishing to sponsor an MISD
child still has until noon Friday

dav at the office may not
be anywhere near the office.
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really done good work with this
is Murray-Calloway County. I
was very pleased with this hospital and its participation in this
project," Rust said of the
$150,000 grant from Anthem.
"And we are looking forward to
potentially receiving another
grant from Anthem in the coming year, and I'm sure MurrayCalloway County will probably
be involved in that as well."
Rust's confidence in MCCH was
reinforced when CEO Jerry Penner
gave a report on patient satisfaction
numbers for the month of
November that showed MCCH had
achieved its highest-ever mark at
92.7 percent. In addition, patient
satisfaction for the emergency
department at MCCH was also at a
high-water level of 92.2.
MCCH Vice President of Patient
Care Lisa Ray also reported that, as
of Monday, the 45-day and 60-day
updates that the Joint Commission

to handle that task as gift package pick-ups/deliveries "will
continue into early next week.
Families can obtain their
packages at the Hutson Ag
offices on Andrus Drive, which
has served as the hub for Tiger
Christmas for the second
straight year. This move was
made after years of using the
main meeting room of the
Carter Administration Building
on South 13th Street for assembling the gift packages, which
was becoming quite difficult to
a lack of room from the increasing number of materials yeeded.
"We should mention Hutson
Ag for just letting us come and
take over this area like they
have," said Jane Ann Turner,
coordinator for The Pride center
at Murray High."They have all
of this mum to let us gather all
of these things and it has made
this a lot easier."
Carman said sponsoring an
MISD child will require about
$75 for kindergarten-throughfifth-grade students, while $125
is needed for students middle
school-through-high school. To
sponsor for Tiger Christmas,
call Carman at 270-753-4363
through noon Friday.
had requested for some of the few
areas it said needed improving for
MCCH during its visit this summer
were accepted. Ray said one of the
updates was delayed until then
because of difficulty getting the
wording into proper language.
Ray also said the hospital has
made immediate and rapid
improvements in the area of critical
test results and how they are
processed and the speed to which
they are sent to doctors/specialists.
She said the hospital began keeping
tabs on this in August and found
that documentation of physician
notification was performed at a 74
percent rate, while having that
physician notified within 60 minutes was at 63 percent.
In November, Ray said both of
those categories improved dramatically, with documentation rising to
87 percent, while the notification
rose to 86 percent. She said, so far
in December, both categories are
now above 90.
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NEW CONSTRUCTION IN SARATOGA SPRINGS II! This beautiful
4 bedroom home offers over 3.000 square feet of living
space. Enjoy
the luxury of granite countertops, stainless steel appliances,tiled
backTisch,hardwood floors. and 94 ft. ceilings Additional features
include
tiled master shower. Jack arid Jill bathroom,huge upstairs bonus
room
with separate Mitsubishi energy efficient HVAC
unit, and a covered
porch Yard has been seeded and landscaped One year builder's warLan& Poker**,
rainy provided at closing Priced at 1334,900. MLS r77010
275-227-0175
- I I NI,1111 St.
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
WKMS continues holiday-themed
programs through New Year's Day
Spacial to the Lodger
Murray State University's
listener-supported, educational
radio service, WKMS 913 FM,
celebrates the holidays with an
annual series of special music
and storytelling programs.
"Holidays Sound Good on
WKMS" continues through
New Year's Day 2015 and
includes over 65 hours of radio
features not broadcast elsewhere in this region.
from
Programming
Thursday, Dec. 18, through
Tuesday, Dec. 23,is as follows:

A Catered
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by Isis Crawford
By SANDY UNN
Guest Writer
The Christmas season is always hectic for
Bernie and Libby Simmons,owners of A Little
Taste of Heaven catering shop, but this year is
particularly chaotic. The sisters will be hosting
a televised cookie contest on the "Baking for
Life" reality show, which will feature entries
from members of Longely's Christmas Cookie
Exchange Club.
The members of Christmas Cookie
Exchange Club are busy perfecting their recipes
for the contest. While each hopes to be named
the winner, Millie Piedmont is certain that her
entry of Millie's Majestic Meltaways will win
the competition. Apparently, someone else felt
she might win because Millie dies in a suspicious car accident on her way to the show.
Who could have possibly wanted Millie
dead? Did someone run her off the road? And
who stole her tins of cookies from her car?
Amber, Millie's beloved niece, asks Bernie and
Libby, who are known for their sleuthing abilities,for help in finding answers. The small town
secrets, affairs, and jealousies the sisters uncover while solving the case are sure to delight
readers and keep them guessing to end to the
delicious end.
"A Catered Christmas Cookie Exchange" is
the ninth book in a delightful cozy mystery
series by Isis Crawford. Other books in the
series: "A Catered Murder," "A Catered
Wedding,""A Catered Christmas," "A Catered
Valentine's Day," "A Catered Halloween," "A
Catered- Birthday Party," "A Catered
Thanksgiving," "A Catered St. Patrick's Day"
and "A Catered Fourth of July."
Each book in We series features great
recipes. In this installment,the Christmas cookie starred, and as I read, I began to think about

my own favorite Christmas cookie memories.
While there are many from childhood and
beyond, I think that my very favorites are those
of the happy December hours that my daughters
and I spent baking and decorating frosted sugar
cookies to share with family, friends and Santa,
using the sugar cookie recipe from my friend
and former co-worker, Ho Buffington. I'm sure
that you have wonderful Christmas cookie
memories, and CCPL would love to not only
hear about them but also share them. Please
email your Christmas cookie memory to
sandy.linn@callowaycountylibrary.org. Now
through Christmas Day, we'll post memories via
our Facebook and Twitter accounts.
Christmas is just around the corner, so be
sure to treat yourself to some of your favorite
Christmas cookies. Consider adding great cozy
mysteries from the Calloway County Public
Library, 710 Main Street, Murray, KY.
Christmas cookies and library books are perfect
holiday treats for readers of any age!

2014" — Time to hang the
mistletoe and spike the egg nog!
This year's party festive: holiday gems by Peggy Lee, Louis
Armstrong, Frank Sinatra and
Yuletide rarities including "(We
Weans See) Santa Do the
Mambo."

Saturday,Dec. m
p.m. — "Rick's
Sink
Christmas
Kitchen
Special" — Join Rick Nance for
an eclectic two hours of music
by the likes of Chris lsaak,
Jethro Tull, Joni Mitchell,
Mannheim Steamroller, Andy
Williams and Ella Fitzgerald.
Thursday,Dec. 18
• 8-11 p.m. — "Beyond The
12-1 p.m. — "Jazz
•
Piano Christmas XXX" — Edge Holiday Special" — Host
Enjoy this year's Kennedy Tracy Ross goes beyond the
Center holiday gala with host holidays with seasonal favorites
Contreras featuring from U2, The Flaming Lips,
Felix
pianists Cyrus Chestnut, Kris John Lennon and many others.
• 11 p.m. to I a.m. —
Davis, Lynne Arriale and the
"Weekend .Energy Big House
"Master" Harold Mabern.
Christmas Mix" — Clear some
space around the tree because
Friday, Dec. 19
12-1 p.m. — "A it's one of the biggest episodes
•
Baroque Christmas in the New all year. Tune in for the best
World" — Hear music from electronic music from around
17th and 18th-cemie Mexico, the world.
Peru and Bolivia, including a
Sunday,Dec.21
cantata and three freestanding
5-7 a.m. — Classical
•
works by Manuel de Sumaya —
a prominent Mexican composer Encore Christmas — Murray
of the colonial period of New State University music professor Dr. John Dressler brings
Spain.
7-9 p.m. — "A Paul holiday cheer to classical.
•
Winter Solstice Concert 2014" Celebrate the season with selec— Celebrate the longest night tions from George Frideric
of the year with an ethereal con- Handel's "Messiah," Act I of
cert in the world's largest gothic Pyotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky's
York's "The Nutcracker" and more.
New
cathedral,
• 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. and 9-11
Cathedral of St. John the
Paducah
The
—
Divine. The Paul Winter p.m.
Consort performs this year with Symphony Orchestra's "A
Brazilian musicians Ivan Lins Christmas Celebration" — The
Paducah Symphony Orchestra,
and Renato Braz.
9-11 p.m. — "House its choruses and the Murray
•
Blend Festive Holiday Show" State University Concert Choir
— Host David Weatherly brews performance of Dec. 13,2014 in
up beats, funk, and jazz fusion all its glory.
• 1-2 p.m. — "Jazzman
for a seasonal groove.
• 11 p.m. to 1 a.m. — "The Christmas" — Join Jazzman for
Retro Cocktail Christmas Hour Christmas jazz favorites includ-

• 1-3

ing legendary Louie Armstrong
reading "Twu the Night I
Before Christmas."
• 7-8 p.m. — "The Jive I
House Funky Christmas" —
Get out your dancing shoes and
get down with Brad and John
bringing the Christmas funk.
They'll feature funky tunes by
Vernon Garrett,Charles Bradley
and the legendary James
Brown.
Monday,Dec.22
• 11 a.m. to 1 pm. —"A
Celtic Christmas Sojourn 2014"
WGBH's host Brian
—
O'Donovan tells Celtic stories
and presents great traditional
singers and instrumentalists in
the Cutler Majestic Theatre in
Boston.
.9-11 p.m. — "A Café Jazz
Christmas" with George Eldred
— Eldred's knowledge of the
extensive jazz collection at
WKMS means a merry jazz
concert tonight.
Tuesday,Dec. 23
• 11 a.m. to noon — "A
Chanticleer Christmas" —
Nothing signals the beginning
of the holiday season like 12
men singing in beautifully
Hear
harmony.
blended
Chanticleer perform beloved
from
songs
Christmas
Gregorian chant to Gospel.
• 12-1 p.m. "Messiah" from
Washington National Cathedral
— Enjoy this annual performance of Handel's "Messiah" at
National
Washington's
Cathedral with an ensemble of
the finest soloists from the U.S.
and abroad.
• 9-11 p.m. — "A Cafe Jazz
Christmas" with Todd Hill —
Todd's Christmas Special
includes loads of vintage holiday recordings including Lionel
Hampton's "Boogie Woogie
Santa Claus" and a practically
unknown Harry James version.
of"White Christmas."

DECEMBER SELECTION OF
THE HICKORY NUTS BOOK CLUB

107e//
//iidss
with a Holiday Greeting
'..kd in the Murray Ledger

HAWKINS TEAGUE / Ledger & Times
"Small Works 2014" is on
exhibition
members
Guild
Art
Murray
The
2014:
WORKS
SMALL
display at the guild's Fourth Street headquarters through Dec. 23. After that, the guild will be
closed Dec. 24 through Jan. 13. Some of the featured works are for sale, such as the ones
pictured above, and others are not. At left is "Lighthouse Harbor, Grand Rivers," an oil painting by Vicki Orbeck. At right is "South Trail Creek," a watercolor painting by Annette Sitton.
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Hon. Kt

Zumba offered at CCPL

Datebook

The Calloway County Public Library will
offer a six-week Zumba Gold series beginning
Jan.6,2015. Janice Thomasson,licensed Zumba
Gold instructor, will teach the classes.The
Zumba Gold series will be held on Tuesdays
from 10:30-11:15 a.m. in the library meeting
room on Jan. 6, 13, 20.27. and Feb. 3, and 10.
Registration is now available. Call 270-7532288.

Hon. P
County, 71
the Marsh

Martha
Knit-wits will meet
Finney Andrus,
Knit-wits group will meet Friday. Dec. 19,
The
Community
in the Community Room of the
p.m.,
1
at
editor
Public Library. Knitters and
County
Calloway
more information call Dot
For
welcome.
are
crocheters of all levels
at 270-293-5588.

Applications for baskets being accepted

Photo provided
loose
collected
Alpha
Chi
of
Lambda
chapter
University
State
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA DONATES TO LIBRARY: The Murray
Smee,
Shawn
left,
from
Pictured,
$120.
of
their
donation
with
Library
Imagination
the
change for a month and chose to support
Bonnie Higginson, Michelle Hansen, Aaron Dail, Holly Bloodworth, Abby Hensley, Barrett Pazderka, Lambda Chi president;
Mignon Pittman, Diane Taylor, and Steven Becker, Lambda Chi member.

Roundabout U takes a
look at some of its
most popular stories

Immaculate four bedroom home in Saratoga Springs II
with a flowing floor plan! Amenities include hardwood
floors, ceramic tile, cozy warming area in the kitchen,
and granite countertops. Quality home!! Call for your
showing today!! Priced at $312,000. MLS #76154

711 Main St.

‘‘wis.murravkvrealestate.com

& Gifts

Knsta Thompson
270-293-2841

270-753-122
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50% OFF
*All Christmas
*Garden Gifts
*Benches & Bistros
*Pottery & Planters

"Kentucky Certified Nursery Professionals"

a/

Open Monday - Saturday 9 am.- 5 p.m.
HWY.641 N. MURRAY
270-753-1725

Special to the Ledger
In the next episode of
Roundabout U. viewers will see
some of their favorite stories
from the past season — the
inspirational story of a man
struggling with ALS, how one
Murray State University student
who is blind doesn't let his disability impede his goal of getting a degree and,finally, another look back at a new outdoor
recreation sport that is taking the
country by storm.
Roundabout U went to its
YouTube page to see which of
the stories had the most views.
Not surprisingly, the top story
was on Murray resident Todd
Walker who is battling ALS.
The ALS Ice Bucket Challenge.
designed to bring attention to
the disease that affects nearly
6,000 people a year in the U.S.,
filled Facebook last spring and
summer. Roundabout U looked
for a way to shed light on those
who personally suffered with
ALS, and Walker was gracious
enough to share his struggles
with the RU viewing audience.
Another story that seemed to
hit a personal chord with viewers was that of Chris Wright.
Chris, who was born blind, tells
his story of why he decided to
come to Murray State.
Another segment that seemed
to resonate with viewers was
that of Bronagh Kernis. The
Sligo, Ireland, native traveled to
the United States to pursue her
dream of playing college soccer.
Her dream came true at Murray
and
University
State
Roundabout U shares her story.
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Bilsies Engraved While You Watt ill 4 pm Christmas

404 Main Street • 753-7222

Need Line will be accepting applications for families needing a
Christmas Food Basket on Friday. Dec. 19; Monday, Dec. 22; and
Tuesday, Dec. 23,from 10 a.m. until 4 p.m. Families and individuals must live in Murray or Calloway County and be income eligible.
Proof of income and residency must be provided. Need Line will be
closed from noon until 2 p.m. on Monday. Dec. IS. Need Line is
located at 509 North Eighth Street.

'Gift of-Christmas'Concert to be held

The "Gift of Christmas" concert by the Murray Mass Christian
Choir will be Sunday.-Dec.21,at 3 p.m. at Lovett Auditorium on the
campus of Murray State University. Free tickets are available at the
Murray Ledger & Times. The Murray Mass Christian Choir has
released its debut CD."The Gift of Christmas." This CD is available
for purchase from Westside Baptist Church by calling 270-7538240. All proceeds will go to the Gentry House and Need Line.
WPSD-TV, Paducah, will televise the concert on Christmas Day,
Dec. 25,from noon until 1 p.m.

Magazine Club will meet Friday

Students at MSU must overcome many hurdles to complete
their degrees. Some obstacles
are fairly simple while othe
are much more complicated.
One barricade that most don't
notice is that of diabetes. Jason
Baird. Murray State sophomore,
shared how diabetes has affected his life and how he overcomes the challenges that the
disease brings him on a daily
basis.
On the lighter side, this next
story was one of the most popular with both viewers and RU
staff. Disc golf is a somewhat
new outdoor activity, but one
that is growing fast in popularity. It's a low cost game and can
be played year round. Easy to
learn, but difficult to master.
disc golf is a sport almost anyone can enjoy.
This episode of Roundabout U
airs at various times through
Dec. 20, and is broadcast on
KET (Kentucky Educational
Television), WSIL and through
local cable systems. Specific
airing dates and times can be
found online at www.roundaboutu.com.
Roundabout U, a weekly,
award-winning video magazine
produced by Digital Media at
Murray State University, is now
in its seventh season. Most
recently, the show picked up an
Award of Excellence from
Kentucky's CASE awards competition. Filmed in high definition, the show highlights events
throughout Kentucky and the
tri-state region.
Visit www.roundaboutu.com
for up-to-date information and
clips from past episodes. Fans
can also follow on Facebook
and Twitter for pictures, information and videos, and viewers
can watch past episodes on
Roundabout's YouTube page.
For more information, contact
Shasta O'Neal in Digital Media
at 270-809-2400 or by email at
scnieal@murraystate.edu or visit
the Roundabout U website at
www.roundaboutu.com.

The Murray Magazine Club will meet Friday. Dec. 19,at 2 p.m. at
the home of Nancy McMinn.

Rebate night for Relay to be held
A rebate night will be at Mr. Gatti's, Thursday. Dec. 18, from 4
p.m. until closing, for the 8th Wonders Relay for Life team. Please
ask for the receipt and place is in the box next to the register.
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Santa Claus to be downtown

Santa Claus will return to his house on the lawn of the Calloway
County Courthouse, downtown Murray, on Saturday, Dec. 20, and
Sunday. Dec. 21, from 1-4 p.m.; Monday. Dec. 22, and Tuesday.
Dec. 23,from noon until 3 p.m.; and Wednesday, Dec. 24,from 10
a.m. until noon.

Reformers' Unanimous meet on Fridays
Reformers' Unanimous, a faith-based addictions program, meets
every Friday from 7-9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist Church.The public
is invited. Childcare is provided. For more information or a ride,call
the chureh office at 270-753-1834.

4-H Cooking Club will meet
The 4-H Cooking Club will meet Friday. Dec. 19. from 3:30-6
p.m. at Westside Baptist Church Christian Activity Center. Leaders
are Lisa Lamb. Linda Wallis and Michelle Smart.

MHS football selling discount cards
The Murray High School football -team is selling discount cards
with.over 100 businesses participating. Visit or call Murray High
School at 270-753-5202 for details or to purchase and have the card
delivered.

Cloverbudg to meet Saturday
The 4-H Outdoor Club for Cloverbuds (those under nine years of
age) will meet Saturday, Dec. 20,from 9:30-11:30 a.m.,at the home
of Gary and Linda Wallis. For more information.call 270-239-9116.

Free dental cleanings for veterans offered
West Kentucky Community and Technical College, Paducah, is
offering free dental cleanings for veterans between now and April I.
2015. Veterans families will also receive a 25 percent discount on
dental cleanings. A military ID is required. To make an appointment
for a dental cleaning, contact Robert Sirls. WKCTC dental assisting/hygiene program administrative assistant, at 270-534-3437 or
rsirls0003@kctcs.edu.

Volunteers needed for tax preparers
The United Way of Murray-Calloway County is partnering with
the IRS, AARP,Tax-Aide, Murray Housing Authority and Murray
State University to recruit volunteers to help seniors,families, individuals and students prepare their taxes free of charge from
February until April 2015. To be eligible a person must have the
willingness to take online or in-person training to become a certified
volunteer tax preparer through the IRS VITA program before Jan.
29, 2015; be available at least once a week for one of the following
sites: AARP Tax-Aide at the Senior Citizens Center on Wednesdays
from 8 a.m. until 2 p.m: or the Murray Housing Authority on
Thursdays from 2-7 p.m.; and a desire to make a positive difference
in providing client guidance for increasing their income, building
savings and gaining and sustaining assets: For more information,
contact Trey Smith. executive director of United Way of MurrayCalloway County at 270-753-0317 or treysmith@murniy-ky.net.

•CARPET• LAMINATE
• HARDWOOD •CERAMIC
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Rev. James T. Garland

William Gardner

Hon. Kenneth "Mike" Miller, Judge Executive of Marshall
County, 70, of Benton, Kentucky, died Monday, Dec. 15, 2014, at
the Marshall County Hospital Emergency Room, Benton.
Funeral services will be at 1 p.m., Friday, Dec.
19, 2014, at Kenneth Shulowen Performing Arts
Center, 416 High School Rd., Benton. Former
Kentucky Governor Paul Patton, Representative
Will Coursey, Brian Roy and Joel Frizzell will
officate. Interment with full military honors will
follow in Pace Cemetery, Hardin. Visitation will
be from 2-8 p.m.,Thursday, Dec. 18, 2014, at the
Kenneth Shadowen Performing Arts Center. An
additional visitation will be held after 10 a.m. until
the funeral hour on Friday, Dec. 19, 2014.
Miller
From 1999 through June 2005, he served as a
member of the Board of Regents at Murray State
University. Judge Miller was awarded the rank of
Kentucky Admiral as well as Kentucky Colonel.
He was the recipient of several awards including
the 2002 Paul Mason Memorial Award, 1999
Outstanding Citizen from Woodmen of the World, and the 2012
Lifetime Achievement Award from the Marshall County Chamber
of Commerce. Judge Miller began serving as Marshall County
Judge in 1974, and at that time, was the youngest judge ever elected in the Commonwealth of Kentucky,and after 40 years of continuous service, was the longest serving judge in the Commonwealth.
Born Saturday, Oct. 28, 1944, in Calloway Co., Kentucky, he
was the son of Leemon Owen Miller Sr. and Pansy Phillips Miller.
He was a member of Walnut Street Baptist Church and served as a
Sunday School teacher. He was also a veteran of the VS Army and
served during the Vietnam Era.
Judge Miller is survived by his wife, Chyrill Dexter Miller of
Benton; sons, John Keith Miller and wife Candace of Benton, and
Shawn Miller and wife Rebecca of Murray; brothers, Harold Miller
and Bobby Miller, both of Benton, and Jim Miller of Mt. Vernon,
Illinois; a sister, Mary Theobald of Paducah; and grandchildren,
John Isaac Miller and Olivia Rose Miller, along with several nieces
and nephews.
He was preceded in death by his parents; brother, Leemon Owen
Miller, Jr.; and sisters, Martha Ward and Nelle Cole.
Memorial contributions may be given to the Marshall County
Exceptional Center, 198 Old Symsonia Hwy, Benton, KY 42025.
Collier Funeral Home,Benton, is in charge of arrangements.

Rev. James T. Garland,85,formerly of Paducah, Kentucky,died
Saturday, Dec. 13.2014,in Jacksonville, Florida.
He started his ministries on Nov. 24, 1949,and pastored the following churches: Carsville Baptist Church, 1954-1955; Wice
Baptist Church, 1956-1961; Little Cypress Baptist Church, 19611966; Columbus Baptist Church, 1967-1972; Marion Second
Baptist Church, 1972-1973; and Hazel Baptist Church, 1973-1992
He served on the Southern Baptist Foreign Mission Board in the
1990s.
Rev. Garland is survived by his wife, Catherine Tibbs Garland; a
daughter, Faye Garland Kofler and husband Bruce; a sister, June
Dublin; grandsons, Tommy and Chu Koller; great-grandsons,
Adam and Nathaniel Kofler, and a great-granddaughter, Reicse
Owen.
Funeral services will be at II a.m., Saturday, Dec. 20, 2014, at
Lindsay Funeral Home, 226 North Fourth Street, Paducah, with
Rev. Dr. E.Lee James officiating. Burial will follow in Mt. Pleasant
Cemetery. Visitation will be held at 10 a.m., Saturday,, Dec. 20,
2014 at the funeral home.
Lindsay Funeral Home,Paducah, is in charge of arrangements.

William Gardner, 77,of Kirksey, Kentucky, died Tuesday. Dec.
16,2014. at Lourdes Hospital,Paducah, Kentucky.
He was born March 13, 1937.
He was employed by Fitts Block and Ready
Mix,Inc.,for the past 34 years.
He was precededin death by his mother. Edith
Duncan Babcock.
Mr. Gardner is survived by his wife, Margaret
Gardner of Kirksey; sons,Tim Gardner of Dexter,
Donald Whitlock, Jr. and wife Vicky of Tulsa.
Oklahoma; and Daniel Whitlock of Salinas,
California; daughters. Teresa Ann Groff and husband John of Hammond, Indiana, and Rebecca
Max and husband Clint of Memphis. Tennessee:
Gardner
ten grandchildren and five great-grandchildren.
Funeral services will be at 1 p.m., Friday, Dec.
19,2014. at Imes Funeral Home and Crematory,downtown Murray.
Burial will follow in the Stewart Cemetery. Visitation will be
Friday. Dec. 19, 2014, from 10 a.m. until the service hour at the
funeral home.
Online condolences may be left at www.imesfh.com.
Imes Funeral Home and Crematory. downtown Murray. is in
charge of arrangements.
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Junior Garrison, 80, of Murray, Kentucky, left this world for
Heaven, Saturday, Dec. 13, 2014, at the home of Craig and Kary
Rogers where he has resided for the past 16 months.
He was born Dec. 2.1934,to the late Jim Henry
Garrison and Dovie Scott Douglas.
He retired in 2006 as a Murray car dealer of
over 40 years. He was a member of Grace Baptist
Church for 25 years where he was head usher, and
a member of the Kingdom Seekers Sunday school
class. Financially, he supported several underprivileged children overseas for many years and kept
their pictures in his office. He was also on the
Board of Directors of the American Diabetes
and Larry Housner, chief executive
Association,
Garrison
officer, honored him with a certificate of appreciation in recognition of his generous support and commitment to
improving the lives of almost 24 million American children and
adults who are living with diabetes.
Already noted as the "Auto Racing Capital of the World",
Indianapolis was given its first good look at drag racing on a peak
level as the 1961 National Championship Drag Races came to
Indianapolis Raceway Park. Junior Garrison's Wicked Willys, a'
1957 Chevy-equipped Willys, a car Junior got from a junkyard and
transformed to a national champion,took the street Eliminator win.
Garrison had earlier piloted his B Gasser to a class win with a 12.42,
112.60 and notched the victory with a 12.44 at 122.44. Garrison's
win, his first National victory, was backed with the class top speed
award. Junior was a National and World Champion Drag car racer.
He raced for many years, and was featured in many Hot Rod magazines.
He is survived by three daughters, Kary Garrison Rogers and
husband Craig of Farmington, Karen Garrison Rhodes of Mayfield,
and Sandy Garrison Gupton of Murray; step-mother, Kathryn
Garrison Burkett of Murray, three sisters, Carolyn Wilson and husband Earl "Bubby" Wilson of New Providence, Marilyn Starks and
husband Glen Of Alm.and Faye Parrish of Murray; three brothers,
Paul Wayne Garrison and wife Shirley of Murray,Charles Garrison
and wife Shirley of Michigan, and Danny Joe Garrison and wife
Dianne of Florida; thirteen grandchildren, Kary Moon Fox and husband Shane, Bill Futrell and wife Lindsey, Kory Futrell, Kacy
Morgan, Niki Woods and husband Jay, Justin Shaw and wife Anne,
Brandon Garrison, Ashlee Gupton, Kyle Gupton and Kristen,Tony,
Whitney and Jason Ovalle; eight great-grandchildren, Kynzlee,
Kylee. Maddox Fox,Presley Manis,Abriana,Garrison, Kaylani and
Liliana Woods and our Yorkie Gidget who he called "Little Tiny"
and was his constant chair companion.
In addition to his parents. he was preceded in death by a daughter, Jan Ovalle; a brother Howard Garrison; a grandson Jonathan
Kohliem; great grandsons Micheal Shane Fox II "Madden", Mattrix
Fox; and soul mate,Alanna Garrison.
A private home going and celebration of his life will be Friday,
Dec. 19,2014. Public visitation will be Friday, Dec. 19,2014,from
6-8 p.m. at the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.Private graveside services will be held Saturday, Dec. 20, 2014.
Expressions of sympathy may go to the American Diabetes
Association, 10820 Sunset Office Drive, Suite 220, St. Louis, MO
63127, or Murray-Cilloway County Hospital Hospice House,803
Poplar Street, Murray, KY 42071.
Online condolences can be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com.
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Susan Johnson Roney

Susan Johnson Roney, 59, of Kailua, Hawaii, died Wednesday,
July 23,2014, at Queens Medical Center in Honolulu, Hawaii.
She was born in Murray, Kentucky on Aug. 8, 1954, to Charles
Johnson and June Farley Johnson.
She was preceded in death by her mother.
Mrs. Roney is survived by her husband, Dr.
Peter Roney of Kailua. They were married March
19, 1977, in San Antonio, Texas. She is also survived by her sons, Dr. Benjamin Roney and wife
Jayci of Louisville and Jack Roney of Kailua; her
daughter, Dr. Anne Roney Wessel and husband Dr.
Robert Wessel of Indianapolis, Indiana; grandsons
Ian, Frank and Peter Roney; her father, Charles
Johnson of Murray; her sister, Bonnie Houk and a
Roney
brother, Nick Johnson and mite Patti.
A memorial service will be held at 11 a.m.,
Saturday. Dec. 20, 2014, at Glendale Road Church of Christ,
Murray.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the Susan Fazio
Foundation for Melanoma Research at www.susanfazionrg.

Marcus K. Cooper
Marcus K. Cooper, 53, of Paducah, Kentucky, died. Monday,
Dec. 15, 2014, at MUSC in Charleston, South Carolina, while on
vacation.
He was born in Paducah to Marcus and Opal
Higdon Cooper.
He graduated from St. Mary High School,
Paducah, and attended Murray State University
where he played tennis. He was a salesman for
CRS One Source. He was a member of the Motts
Racing Team and attended Heartland Worship
Center.
Mr. Cooper is survived by a daughter, Rachel
Wright and husband Chad of Paducah; a sister,
Tammy Zimmerman and husband Mike of
Cooper
Paducah; and his parents.
Funeral services will be at 2 p.m.,Sunday,Dec.
21,2014,at Heartland Worship Center with Dr. Nathan Joyce officiating. Burial will follow in Woodland Memorial Gardens.
Visitation will be Saturday, Dec. 20, 2014, at Milner and On
Funeral Home, Paducah, from 4-8 p.m. and after 1 p.m., Sunday,
Dec.21,2014,at Heartland Worship Center. A celebration of his life
will be at his sister's farm, Red Hill Farm, 1965 Gholson Road,
West Paducah, after the burial.
Memorial contributions may be made to Paul Rowton Indoor
Tennis Center,5705 Old Highway 60, Paducah, KY 42001.
Online condolences may be left at www.milnerandorr.com.
Milner and On,Paducah, is in charge of arrangements.

Marion Grace Brown
Marion Grace Brown,74,of Dexter. Kentucky,died Wednesday.
Dec. 17. 2014, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital, Murray.
She was born in Murray, Kentucky,on Feb. 24, 1940, to Maxie
and Elizabeth Copeland Puckett.
She was a homemaker.
She was preceded in death by her parents; a daughter. Darla
Puckett; and a brother. James Max Puckett.
Mrs. Brown is survived by a daughter, Tonya Briggs and husband Joey of Dexter: three brothers,Sammy Puckett and wife Nida
of Dexter, Ricky Puckett and wife Kim of Alm°, and Harvey
Puckett and wife Karen of Dexter; three sisters, Darlene Elkins and
husband Homer,Skip Henderson,and Kay Thorn,all of Dexter; two
grandchildren, Deonne Miller and Levi Briggs; and three greatgrandchildren.
Funeral services will be at 11 a.m., Saturday. Dec. 20. 2014. at
Imes Funeral Home and Crematory, downtown Murray, with Luke
Puckett officiating. Burial will follow in the Dexter Church of
Christ Cemetery. Visitation will be Friday. Dec. 19. 2014,from 5-8
p.m. at the funeral home.
Online condolences may be left at www.imesfh.com.
Imes Funeral Home and Crematory, downtown Murray, is in
charge of arrangements. ,

Mary Wall

Mary Wall. 96, of Murray, Kentucky, died Tuesday. Dec. 16,
died
at her home.
Indiana,
2014.
Huntingburg,
of
87,
Jean Marie Frermann Jones,
She was born in Calloway County, Kentucky,on
Wednesday, Dec. 17, 2014, at Memorial Hospital and Health Care
Sept. 4, 1918 to Wildy H. and Myrtle E. Hicks
Center, Jasper, Indiana.
Cope.
She was born Jan. 18, 1927, in Jeffersonville, Indiana, to John
and Bertha Schwabe Frermann.
She was a homemaker and a member of First
She attended and graduated high school in Louisville, Kentucky.
Baptist Church, Murray. She served as a Sunday
She and her husband owned and operated The Gift Shoppe in Jasper
School teacher for over 50 years. She was a memand Huntingburg for more than 21 years. She was a longtime member of the Calloway County Homemakers Club.
ber of the Huntingburg United Methodist Church and a former
She was preceded in death by her parents; her
member of the Huntingburg and Holland Business and Professional
husbaQ,J.D. Wall; a son, Dan H. Wall; and a sisWomen and the Order of the Eastern Star.
ter, Eris M. Carter.
She was preceded in death by her husband, Marvin Raymond
Mrs. Wall is survived by a son, David Wall and
Wall
who
and
Louisville
in
1947,
22,
Jones, whom she married on Nov.
ssife
Shirley of Murray; a sister, Ann E. Wilson of
died on April 3, 2008; and two brothers, Charles Frermann and
Daniel Shane Wall and wife Deana of
grandchildren,
two
Paducah:
William Frermann.
Wall of Nashville,Tennessee; two
Patrick
John
and
Elizabethtosn.
Mrs. Jones is survived by a son, Wayne Jones and wife Mag of
Wall and Sarah Abigail Wall:
Daniel
Joshua
great-grandchildren,
of
Michael
husband
and
Nicholson
Sandra
Murray; two daughters,
Woodlands, Texas; and Sharon Feeney and husband Kevin of and several nieces and nephews.
Graveside services will be at 2 p.m., Monday, Dec. 22, 2014, at
Peachtree Corners, Georgia; a sister, Anna Mae Pearce of New
Albany,Indiana; seven grandchildren and two great-grandchildren. the Murray City Cemetery with Rev. Keith Inman officiating.
Funeral services will be at 2 p.m. E.S.T.. Sunday, Dec. 21,2014, Visitation will be at 11 a.m., Monday, Dec. 22, 2014, at the J.H.
at Huntingburg United Methodist Church with Pastor Lee Campbell Churchill Funeral Home.
officiating. Burial will follow in the Fairmount Cemetery in
Expressions of sympathy may be made to First Baptist Church,
Huntingburg. Visitation will be from 3-7 p.m., Saturday, Dec. 20, Kid4 First Ministry. 203 South Fourth St, Murray, KY 42071, or
2014,at the Nass & Son Funeral Home,Huntingburg and also at the Hospice Houce Building Fund, Murray-Calloway Endowment for
church one hour prior to the service on Sunday, Dec. 21,2014.
Healthcare. 803 Poplar Street, Murray, KY 42071.
Memorial contributions may be made to the Huntingburg United
Online condolences may be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneralMethodist Church.
home.com.
Online condolences may be left at wvvw.nassandson.com.
The .1.H . Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
Nass & Son Funeral Home,Huntingburg,is in charge of arrangements.

Jean Marie Frermann Jones

Phillip Owen Bather
Phillip Owen Barber, 67, of Sugar Land, Texas, formerly of
Murray, Kentucky, died Monday. Dec. 8,2014, after a lengthy illness.
He was preceded in death by his parents. Owen and Mildred
Barber of Murray, and his brother, Fred R. Barber of Evansville,
Indiana.
He is also preceded in death by his father-in-law, Carlos Jones
and mother-in-law, Ruby Mae Jones of Murray,and brother-in-law,
Will Mac Jones and sister-in-law, Lillian Jones of Marietta,
Georgia.
Phil is survived by his wife Gwynn to whom he was married for
47 years. He is also survived by two sons. Edward and Scott.
Edward resides in Raleigh, North Carolina, with his wife Sloan
Brawley Barber and daughter Nora Jane, 2. Scott resides in Sugar
Land, Texas, with his wife Lisa Fuller Barber and their four children, Eleanor, 16; Nathan, 14; Jacob, 12; and Chloe. 10. He is also
survived by two sister-in-laws, Mrs. Sara Kelley Phillips and husband Roy of Wartrace,Tennessee,and Mrs. Anne Barber, widow of
Fred, of Evansville, Indiana. Phil is also survived by several much
loved nieces and nephews.
Phil was born in Madisonville, Kentucky, where he lived until
1961. His family moved to Murray where he attended Murray High
School and Murray State University; graduating from Murray State
in 1969 with a B.S. in history and political science. He was a brother of Epsilon Tau chapter of Sigma Chi fraternity. He was also an
avid fan of both Murray State and University of Kentucky basketball.
Phil was a salesman in the automotive after-market industry. He
retired from Borg-Warner/0WD Corporation after more than 30
years of service and having been Salesman of the Year twice. The
Barbers made their home in Charlotte, North Carolina, for over 20
years where they raised their sons among wonderful friends and
neighbors.
A Memorial service will be at 2 p.m.,Saturday, Dec.20,2014,at
the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home, Murray, with Rev.Tom Brantley
officiating. A small family funeral was held in Sugar Land and Phil
was laid to rest in Morton Cemetery in Richmond,Texas. Morton is
listed on the National Register of Historic Landmarks, fitting well
with Phil's love of all things related to history.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to St. Jude Children's
Hospital, P.O. Box 1000, Dept. 142, Memphis.TN 38101-9908.
Online condolences may be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com.
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of local arrangements.

The number of times published or the kngth of one or more of
the preceding obituaries exceeds the maximum set by the Ledger and
Times policy. Afee has been paidfor additional publishing or space.

•See additional obituaries on Page 6

--44 STOCK MARKET REPORT
Investments Since 1854
41
1
Dow Jones Ind. Avg.-17356.00 + 2881/
Air Products .................. 140.93 + 4.11
.10941 + 2.67
Apple
.3247+ OM
AT&T,Inc
17.23 +033
19.53 +043
5911 + 132
89.74+A
Caterpillar
Chorop Texaco Corp.. 10611 + 431
50.12 + 127
Yahoo .......
18.41 + 0.72
Dean Foods
89.03 + 2.62
Exxon-%Iobil.
Ford Motor Co...—.... 14.46 + 037
Bank of America.
Briggs & Stratton-Bristol Myers Squibb

24.68 + 0.19
General Electric
42.04 + 0.12
Gbxo Smith Kline
29828 + 322
.Amaion
Goodyear Tire & Rubber....27.23 + 0.72

P1,1

Price% a% of 3:101

p.m.

o,, Decurnhur 17. 2014

+ 0.19
HopFed
I B --.-------- 15193 + 032
.16.24 + 0.68
Intel...
Kroger.......................62.48 + 0.98
3076+0.24
+ 2.92
Merck -----.-.---57.67 + 027
Microsoft
..45.74 + 0.58
JCPenney
642+030
Pepsico. Inc
93.72 + 1.13
Pfizer, Inc..
31.11 + OM
Regions Financial
1022 + 0.3O
12.02 + 1.15
Sears Holding Corp
Time Warner ................... 82341 + 1.74
43,93 + 0113
US Bancorp
Wellroint. hoc
111.66 + 2.34
Wel- Mart.
84.23 + 1.27

HILLIARD LYONS
Financial Consultants(L-R)
Ron Arant I Heath Scott
Court Square I Murray, KY 42071
270.763.3366 I 800444.1854
Hoursl 8:00 am.-5700 p.m. M-F
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Murray State one of two
universities to be highly graded
on general studies program
By SHERRY MCLAIN
MSU Print Media
Murray State University is once
again one of only two public universities in Kentucky receiving a
"B"for its general studies program.
Nationally, only 23 public and private schools scored an "A." The
University of Kentucky tied with
Murray State on this rating by the
American Council of Trustees and
Alumni(ACTA).
Asbury
University
and
Georgetown College were the only
private schools in Kentucky to rate
a "B." The other public universities
earned a "C" or "D" grade.
The 2014-15 edition of What Will
They Learn? compiled by ACTA
peels away reputation to assess
what value students are actually
getting from college.

"Too many college rating systems
rely on largely extraneous measures
Like alumni giving Or selectivity to
determine which colleges top their
lists," said Anne D. Neal, ACTA
president."What Will They Learn?
looks at the most important data —
the strength of a college's education
— to find out which institutions are
delivering the tools students will
need to succeed in career and community."
The study graded 1,098 four-year
colleges and universities on the
basis of, simply put, what students
will learn by attending those
schools. Questions researchers
asked themselves included whether
or not students would find a coherent core curriculum that guides
them through the fundamentals for
success in career and community,

Obituaries from Page 5
James Ray Flood
James Ray Flood, 87, of Murray, Kentucky, formerly of
Farmington, Kentucky, died Wednesday, Dec. 17, 2014, at Spring
Creek Healthcare in Murray.
Funeral arrangements are incomplete at Byrn Funeral Home.

Eagle-viewing tours offered at Kenlake
GOLDEN POND, Ky. (AP) Visitors to the Land Between The
Lakes area in western Kentucky
and Tennessee can take one of
several cruises being offered next
month to try to spot bald eagles
wintering in the area.
Land Between The Lakes and
Kenlake State Resort Park are
hosting morning brunch and
afternoon lunch river cruises

Jan. 17 to 19.The cruises will be
aboard the 96-foot luxury CQ
Princess with heated cabin and
cost $60 per person.
Naturalists will be along to help
spot eagles and other winter wikllife.
A brunch cruise is offered Jan.
17, and lunch cruises are available Jan. 17, 18 and 19. A full
list of eagle viewing activities is
available at www.lbl.org.

and could employers be confident
that newly-hired college graduates
have postsecondary training in writing, math,scientific reasoning,economics, foreign language, literature,and American history and government?
According to the survey, schools
earning lower grades are sending
their graduates out without exposure to those fundamental courses
in American history, basic economics or literature. Among public
institutions, only 28 percent require
American history, eight percent
include foreign language as a must
and just three percent insist upon
study in economics.
Murray State University has a
robust University Studies component in its undergraduate program
that provides students with a broadbased,liberal arts and sciences education as a foundation for their academic specialty. These courses
actively develop many of the fundamentals outlined in ACrA's What
Will They Learn? ratings.
"Not only does Murray State have
one of the strongest general studies
program in the country, our program is also unique in that it has a
more global and cultural focus than
that of most universities. Our goal
is to give students a strong core liberal arts education, while at the
same time exposing them to the
world as a whole," Dr. Renae
Duncan, associate provost for
undergraduate education at Murray
State, said. "We are very proud of
our general studies program and I
am glad to see that its strength is
reflected in the high rating it
received from ACTA."
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GRAPHIC DESIGNER/
COPY EDITOR
The Murray Ledger & Times is currently accepting resumes for an experienced Graphic Designer/Copy Editor. Proficiency with Graphic Design
and Pagination,knowledge in the following programs is required, Adobe
InDesign and Adobe Photoshop. Must be able to multi-task and work
efficiently in a fast paced environmeikt with deadlines.

David Tay
resource I
School Di.
after sellin

MSU photo provided

Murray State University graduate Morgan Parisek competes on her horse, Better Buy The
Minit, known as "Murray" in the 2014 American Quarter Horse Association (AQHA) World
Championship Show. Together, Parisek and "Murray" won the 2014 Farnam All-Around
Amateur title.

MSU's Parisek named 2014
Famam All-Around Amateur
Award winner at AQHA show
By Christina Priddy
MSU Print Media
Murray State University's
Morgan Parisek was named the
2014 Farnam
All-Around
Amateur Winner in November
at the 2014 Ameridan Quarter
Horse Association (AQHA)
World Championship Show.
The AQHA World Show is for
American Quarter Horse owners and exhibitors around the
world. They must qualify by
earning a predetermined number of points to compete in each
of the, classes representing
English, over fences, western,
speed, cattle and halter events.
More than 3,610 entries from
the United States, Australia,
Austria, Belgium, Brazil,
Canada, Colombia, Germany,
Mexico and Switzerland competed for 100 world championships.
This year,60 riders competed
for the All-Around Amateur
award. The title is given to the
competitor with the highest
number of points on a single
horse in a minimum of three
classes. These points are determined by places riders earn in
each class and the number of

GIFT
CARD
SPEC(ALIll
Buy ONE
S20.00 Gift Card &

Salary will be based on experience.

GET ONE FREE!!

Paid holidays and vacation, health and dental plans, are all part of an excellent benefit package.

Graphic Design/Copy Editor Position
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040 • Murray, KY 42071
An Equal Opportunity Employar
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horses that place lower than
them.
Parisek showed her horse.
Better Buy The Minit. known iris.
the barn by his call name,
Murray. A 2005 gelding.
Murray is by Do You Have a
Minute out of Tickle My Asset.
Together, Parisek and Murray
earned the world championship
title in hunter hack, and reserve
world championship titles in
hunt seat equitation and equitation over fences. They also
placed third in working hunter
and eighth in jumping.
"Winning the 2014 AllAround amateur title is a huge
accomplishment for me. and I
couldn't be more excited," said
Parisek. "It is an award that I
have always dreamed of accomplishing, but I never could have
imagined it actually happening.
I feel so lucky to have the best
horse a girl could ask for.
Murray always gives me 110
percent and I feel like we have
an irreplaceable bond. He is the
sweetest horse and my best
friend."
Parisek received a prize package that included $15,000, plus
$1,000 in Farnam products, an

original Lisa Perry Bronze, an
embroidered
WeatherBeeta
horse blanket and a rose bouquet.
"Murray State helped me to
accomplish this dream by giving me the opportunity to have
my horse at college with me and
to join the equestrian teams,"
said Parisek. "The great facility
at Murray State allowed Murray
and me to practice every day,
rain or shine, while we were
there with the indoor arena."
Sue Robinson, equestrian
coordinator at MSU has seen
Parisek grow while she has been
at Murray State. "Morgan is an
outstanding young woman,"
said Robinson."She rode on the
MSU equestrian teams for two
years. Morgan qualified for
nationals one year in both western and hunt. This is extremely
difficult to do. She has done the
majority of the training of
Murray herself, much of it right
here at school."
Parisek plans to start at Parker
Chiropractic School in January
to become an equine chiropractor.

GCSO: Woman faces theft charge;
possible county contacts questioned
Staff Report
A Mayfield woman accused of
lying to Graves County churches to get money might have tried
the same tactic in Calloway
County, the Graves County
Sheriff's Office alleges.
According to Graves County
Sheriff Dewayne Redmon,
GCSO deputies are investigating a case involving a Graves
County woman who was
allegedly
scamming
area
churches. Redmon said Dawn
Riley, 36,of Mayfield, has been
allegedly approaching area
churches asking for money to
help her with a sick child.
Deputies reported they were
made aware of the situation by
the school system after it had
received calls from involved
churches inquiring about the
child's health, Redman said.
After checking into the actual
health status of the child and
finding the child to be in good
health, GCSO deputies began to
make contact with the churches
reportedly involved to get statements of what Riley's alleged
story was, Redmon said.
The GCSO alleges that "once
Riley found a church that was
sympathetic to her story she
would make several trips back
to the same church and had got-

ten money as
many as three
times from the
same church," a
GCSO release
said.
Riley has
been charged
by GCSO with
by
Theft
Riley
Deception
under $10,000
in Graves County and was
lodged in the Graves County
Jail.
Redmon said it is also
believed that Riley might have
used the same type of story at
Calloway County churches.
Calloway County Sheriff Bill
Marcum told the Ledger &
Times Wednesday morning that
he had not received any reports
of any such activities at this
time.
Officials said if anyone is
aware of Riley coming to his or
her church, that person is
encouraged to call law enforcement. The Graves County
Sheriff's Office may be reached
at 270-247-4501, and the
Calloway County Sheriff's
Office may be reached at 270753-3151.
Individuals facing charges.are
innocent until proven guilty.
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TOY
DONATION
Ruling Star Lodge *51,
as part of a Mattel
Sponsorship Program, presented 150 battery-powered ride on toys to children of the community
through local churches and
youth service organizations. Pictured is
Worshipful Master Joe
Arnold, left, presenting a
load of toys to David
Hudspeth, director of Main
Street Youth Center.

;1

Photo provided

JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times

David Taylor, far left, is shown Tuesday with both members of his staff, as well as family
resource center officials from both Calloway County Schools and the Murray Independent
School District. inside David Taylor Chrsyler. The dealership donated $10,000 to the centers
after selling 50 vehicles in November.
oto provided
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By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
For the second year in a row,
David Taylor Chrysler Dodge
Jeep Ram of Murray has provided a timely push for the family
resource centers at the local
school districts.
Tuesday, Taylor was able to
present a check for $6,000 to
Calloway County Schools and
$4,000
to
the
Murray
Independent School District money made possible from the
sales of 50 vehicles during a
one-month period. That money
will now go to assist both districts' Christmas gift drives for
families needing assistance with
those endeavors.
"That was the number we set
for this and that was the number
we got,and we are very thankful
and blessed that we are able to
do this for our schools and their
children," Taylor said of the program where his dealership
would donate $100 for each
vehicle sold. If 50 were sold..
that $100 was doubled.
"The reason we give more to
Calloway is because they have

more kids (estimated at nearly'
700 this year, compared to the
350 for MISD). In general, we
don't see it in this community.!
don't usually, except maybe
through my church a little bit,
but to know that many in this
community are in need, really
makes you want to do something.
"There are more here than you
think, and that's something we
all should think about at this
time of year."
Morgan Carman, who is nearing the mid-point of her initial
year as director of the Family
Resource Youth Services Center
of MISD,said she had not been
aware that such a financial boost
might be coming until a few
days ago.
"I think it's awesome. Before I
took this job, I didn't realize
350-or-so of our families in a
district of our size were going to
need help like this at Christmas
so this is coming at a great
time," Carman said. "Jane Ann
Turner (who directs The Pride
resource center at Murray High)
told me about this because she

was here last year when David
Taylor Chrysler did this,and she
told me how it helped last year.
It's great that they would do this
for us."
Michelle Hansen, who has
coordinated
the
Family
Resource Youth Services Center
for Calloway County Schools
the past several years, said the
Taylor gift is a stress reliever.
"It allows us to take a big
breath and relax," Hansen said.
"We've had years where we get
down to the end of this and we
are saying,'Can we go shopping
again or can we not go shopping
again?' That's a tough thing to
face because the main reason
we're in this is to help our kids
get ready to return to school in
January after the break.
"We're focusing on getting
children what they need (jackets, shoes, clothes), but we're
also wanting them to have
things like books ancl,gapes to
give them an element of fun.
This is just amazing to have this
happen at this time."

WASHINGTON (AP) — The on the Keystone XL oil pipeline all
tempestuous 113th Congress has foundered as the Republican-run
limped out of Washington for the House and Democratic-led Senate
last time. capping two years of check-mated each other's priorities.
modest and infrequent legislating Across-the-board spending cuts
that was overshadowed by partisan designed to be so painful that they
clashes, gridlock and investiga- would force the two parties to
tions.
negotiate deficit reduction took
"Thank God it's over." Sen. Joe effect anyway,attempts to overhaul
Manchin, D-W.Va.. said as he left the tax code went nowhere, and
the Capitol late Tuesday.
each chamber passed a budget that
How's this for a legacy? More the other ignored.
than 200 bills became law during
Before
leaving, Congress
the past two years. according to approved legislation financing fedcongressional data. That was the eral agencies through September.
fewest since at least 1947 and but not without revolts in both par1948, when what President Harry ties. Conservatives bolted because
Truman dubbed "the do-nothing the bill didn't halt Obama's execuCongress" enacted over 900 laws.
tive actions deferring deportations
This Congress did less than the of millions of immigrants in the
do-nothing one.
U.S. illegally, while liberals
Efforts to revamp the immigra- rebelled against its eased restriction system, tighten gun buyers' tions on banks and big political
background checks and force work donors.
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Because the good will of those we
sere is the foundation of our
success,it's a real pleasure at this
holiday time to say "Thank You"
as we wish you a full year of
happiness and success.
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Look at the Candy Cane
What do you
Stripes that are red
Like the blood shed for me.
White is for my Savior
Who's sinless and pure!
V is for Jesus My Lord,
that's for sure!
Turn it around
And a staff you will
Jesus my shepherd
Was born for Mel

Help us Candy Cane the
City of Murray with the
Sweetness of Jesus!

Can 753-1916
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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The fall forest fire hazard season has ended in Kentucky, but
state forestry officials are urging continued caution when
doing outdoor burning.
State Division of Forestry
Director Leah MacSwords says
severe storms in recent years
have increased the amount of
dead
and
fallen
trees.
MacSwords says that's a particular concern for fire-suppression efforts.
Forestry officials say timely
precipitation this fall kept fire
dangers low in the state.
Since Jan. 1, 1399 fires have
burned 40,251 acres across the
state. Officials say arson continues to be the leading cause of
wildfires in Kentucky, but
many regions also showed an
increase in debris fires.
Officials say there have been
900 arson-related wildfires this
year in Kentucky, 305 debris
fires and 194 wildfires due to
lightning,faulty equipment and
other causes.
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SO COOKING, NO LEAVES TO RAKE OR GRASS

The Murray Ledger & Times is currently accepting resumes for energetic,
outgoing individuals for Advertising Sales Representative. Responsibilities
for this position include servicing established accounts,developing-advertising plans and developing new accounts in Murray and surrounding areas.
You must enjoy working with the public and be self-motivated. Prior sales
experience is required. Salary will be based on education and sales experience.

TO CUT, SNOW TO SHOVEL 00100.51909115

HAS BEEN PROVIDING COMPASSIONATE CARE

Paid holidays and vacation, health and dental plans,salary plus commission,
are all part of an excellent benefit package.

1973 THAT HELPS YOUR LOVED ONE
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Email your resume to mdavis@murrayledger.com
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Looking Back
Tea years ago
Rechelle Turner and her 4-1
Lady Tigers look to make
some
noise in the Louisville
Male
Holiday Classic that is scheduled
to begin tonight.
North Calloway Elementary students Kailey Ray. Sarah Houston
and Destiny Wendling are
pictured
using ribbons as visual aids in the
"three french hens" of the musical
Five Golden Rings, performed at
Lovett Auditorium on the campus
of Murray State University. First,
second and third graders were
involved with the production.
Murray Elementary School student Middle Waldrop is pictured
visiting with Santa during his visit
to the school Friday afternoon.
Sherry Newsome Purdom and
Wendy Susan Lovett, childhood
friends, have published a book
"Aunt Jessie's Magic Ketchup,"
geared toward adolescents.
Dr. Hal Houston of Murray
watched as his nephew, Kelly
Perdew of California, became the
latest addition to Donald Trump's
empire Thursday night by being
named the newest "Apprentice."
Twenty years ago
Pictured is Kory Cunningham.
son of Ricky and Celisa
Cunningham. who bagged his first
deer, a three-point, Ill-pound
buck.
Mr. and Mrs. J.W. Williams of
Lynn Grove will observe their 60th
wedding anniversary on Dec. 22.
Clay T.Cowen has recently completed Cadet Basic Training at the
United States Military Academy at
West Point, New York. He is the
son of William and Mary Cown of
Murray and a graduate of Calloway
County High School.
Katherine Rickman. one of the
regular volunteers with Need Line.
is pictured as she sorts through the
many items received for the
Christmas food baskets.
Thirty years ago
Mr. and Mrs. Hester Hugh
Brown will celebrate their 50th
wedding anniversary on Dec. 23.
State highway officials say they

have acquired all of the nghts
along 12th Street in time to let construction bids begin for a road
widening project by Feb. 15.
Mel Purcell was the only nonLouisvillian among 10 people
recently elected to the state's
Tennis Hall of Fame by the
Kentucky Tennis Association.
Several of the people involved in
the prodisction of a 20-minute
video about Murray and Calloway
County get a run-through of the
project. Shown are Pat Clement.
Kathy Hodge, Stuart Poston, Dr.
Rex F. Galloway, Dr. Tracy
Harrington, Mark Underwood,
Buddy Buckingham and Steve Zea.
Forty years ago
Pete Haywood. Keys McCuiston,
Kay Haywood, Janice McCuiston.
Nancy Brittain, and Betty Wicker
are new officers of Wranglers
Riding Club.
In high school basketball,
Calloway County High School lost
to Christian County and Murray
High lost to Paducah Tilghman.
High team scorers were James
Wells for the Lakers and Phil
Miller for the Tigers.
Fifty years ago
Estelle Ezell, director and owner
of Ezell Beauty School, presented
a lesson on care of hair at a meeting of the Penny Homemaker's
Club at the Murray Woman's Club
House.
Fire destroyed the home of Sally
Futrell and family at 810 Main
Street this morning.
In high school basketball games,
Calloway County Lakers beat
Mayfield and Murray Tigers lost to
Tilghman. David Crick was high
scorer for Calloway and Ricky
Tidwell for Murray.
Sixty years ago
Mr. and Mrs. TO. Turner will be
married for 62 years on Dec. 18.
Recent births at the Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. John Newberry, a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. William Stewart. a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Horton, and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Burt Williams.

Open adoption could help
grandmother stay in touch
DEAR ABBY: I am writing
this in response to "Un-Grandparent in Ohio" (Aug. 25), whose
pregnant teenage daughter has
decided to place her baby for
adoption.
My daughter and son-in-law
adopted their newborn daughter
in an open adoption. Each summet the adoption agency
sponsors
a
picnic that is
attended by
birth
and
adoptive parents. grandparents and
other family
members -and,
of
course, the
adopted child.
By Abigail
During
the
Van Buren
rest of the
year, our daughter sends the birth
mother photos and letters, going
through the same agency.
1 can only imagine the sadness Un-Grandparent is feeling. I
hope her daughter has chosen an
adoption agency like this one so
she will be able to share in her
grandchild's life. -- GRATEFUL
ADOPTIVE GRANDMOTHER
DEAR GRATEFUL: I welcorned feedback from readers about
that letter and, as always, they
provided Un-Grandparent with
thoughtful advice. Read on:
DEAR ABBY: I am a grandmother and an attorney. I have
done a lot of guardianship work
over the years and would like the
grandmother to know that in many
cases similar to hers, it is the
grandmother who adopts the baby.
This is often the best solution for
everyone -- especially the baby.
Most states favor adoptions by
family members. It could be a
wonderful ending/beginning for all
concerned if that could happen in
this case. -- GRANDMA CLAIRE
DEAR ABBY: I went through

Dear Abby

this with my daughter, who was
not in a mental or financial posiOw to keep the child. I was in
the delivery room for the birth
of all my grandchildren, but in
order to distance myself from this
child, I allowed the adoptive mom
to go into the delivery instead,
because it was important for her
to bond with the baby. It was
easier,in a sense,to distance myself
from this child because of my
daughter's circumstances.
I think about my grandson all
the time, and I get pictures from
the adoptive family. When the
time is right, he will meet his
biological family. My hope is that
Un-Grandparent can trust the adoptive parents to be the right ones
and that they will do the right
thing for the child. -- CHRISTINE ON THE WEST COAST
DEAR ABBY: I was neither
willing nor emotionally able to
raise my 13-year-old daughter's
child. There was an open adoption, with a family that had five
children of their own, but neither
my daughter nor I took the opportunity to get to know this child
or his new family.
My parents (the baby's greatgrandparents) made the effort to
keep in touch and were welcomed
with open arms. My parents
brought ALL the children Christmas gifts, and my mother wrote
to them often, visiting when they
had a chance.
So, if this is an open adoption, there is still the possibility
for you to have as much contact
as everyone is comfortable with.
There is no such thing as too
much love! -- KATHRYN IN
TEXAS
00000

Dear Abby is written by Abigail Van Buren, also known as
Jeanne Phillips, and was founded by her mother,Pauline Phillips.
Contact Dear Abby at www.DearAbby.com or P.O. Box 69440,
Los Angeles, CA 90069.

Today In Illstory

DEAR DOCTOR K: I'm pregnant and am getting a lot of pressure from family and friends to
breast-feed. I'm not ruling that
out, but I'd like to know what
the research shows about the benefits of breast-feeding
DEAR READER: Breast-feeding can be a contentious issue.
On the one hand, there's no question
that
breast-feeding is healthy
for
babies.
But
some
mothers prefer not to
breast-feed,
and
others
simply can't
for a variety
of reasons.
So how
By
much differDr. Anthony
ence
does
Kornanoff
breast-feeding make to a baby's health? A
series of articles recently published in the journal Pediatrics
gives us an idea.
The studies updated earlier studies, published in 2008, that examined infant feeding practices from
birth through 12 months. The new
studies followed up with the same
moms and children six years later.
Here are some of the findings:
-- Prolonged breast-feeding
(several months)and delaying solid
foods led to fewer ear, throat and
sinus infections. But it had no effect
on colds, lung infections or urinary infections.
-- Prolonged breast-feeding and
delaying solids didn't change
whether children were likely to
have food allergies.
-- Breast-fed babies have slightly healthier diets later in childhood. However, they are just as
likely to eat sweets and snacks
as children who were bottle-fed.
-- Infants who were given sugarsweetened beverages in infancy had
twice the risk of obesity as older
children and adults.
-- If babies don't eat many

Dr. Komareff

fruits and vegetables, they are less
likely to eat them when they are
6 years old.
-- If babies were bottle-fed
(either with formula or pumped
breast milk), their mothers were
more likely to try to get them to
finish their food when they were
6 years old.
The bottom line is that good
-- and bad -- eating habits start
early. It's less a matter of breastfeeding versus bottle-feeding. Its
more about starting healthy eating habits right from the start.
For instance:
-- Don't give children juices
or sugar-sweetened beverages.
-- Start giving fruits and vegetables when children are babies,
and not just in baby food from
jars.
-- Food should be properly cut
into pieces smaller than the size
of a pea. Pieces of solid food
larger than that can get stuck in
a baby's windpipe.
-- Don't give a baby nuts, popcorn or hard candies.
-- Sticky, gooey foods such as
gummy candies, marshmallows and
even peanut butter can be hard
for a baby to swallow. Avoid giving _them.
-- Don't make children finish
their food, whether it's a bottle
of formula or the food on their
plate. Letting them listen to their
own hunger cues can help prevent future obesity. •
On that last point, if I wanted to leave the table before ,finishing what was on my plate when
I was a kid, my mother would
say, "Remember the starving children in India." Fortunately, I'm
not obese. I think it's not in spite
of my mother's advice; I think I
just inherited good genes from
my two slim parents.
(Dr. Komaroff is a physician
and professor at Harvard Mediced School. To send questions,
go to AskDoctorK.com, or write:
Ask Doctor K, 10 Shattuck St.,
Second Floor,Boston,MA 02115.)

In 1865. the 13th Amendment Washington home.
to the Constitution,abolishing slavIn 1940. Adolf Hitler ordered
ery. was declared in effect by secret preparations for Nazi GerSecretary of State William H. many to invade the Soviet Union
Seward.
(Operation
Barbarossa
was
In 1912.fossil collector Charles launched in June 1941.)
Dawson reported to the GeologiIn 1969. Britain's House of
cal Society of London his dis- Lords joined the House of Comcovery of supposed early human mons in making permanent a 1965
remains at a gravel pit in Pilt- ban on the death penalty for murdown. (More than four decades der.
later, Piltdown Man was exposed
In 1972, the United States
as a hoax.)
began heavy bombing of North
In 1915, President Woodrow Vietnamese targets during the VietWilson, widowed the year before. nam War.(The bombardment ended
married Edith Bolling Galt at her II days later.)
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KEEP SAFE
Dear Heloise: I am a tour guide and got this
idea from someone at a tourist attraction. She suggested it after an elderly client got lost on a tour.
but works with small children, too.
Every morning, take a cellphone picture of the
person in the clothes he or she is wearing for the
day. If someone wanders away. a picture, as they
say, is worth a thousand words. In addition to providing information to those in the area, the picture
can be sent to law enforcement, if necessary.
After you are settled for the night, delete the
picture and take a new one the next morning. —
Eileen F., Rapid City, S.D.
KNIFE STORAGE
Dear Heloise: To safely store smaller knives
and kitchen shears in the drawer, slip them into an
empty paper-towel core. 1 fold over the end and
seal it with tape. Makes reaching into the drawer
less dangerous. — A.R.. via email
NO WRINKLES
Dear Heloise: When changing comforters each
season, if you find that one that was stored away
has become wrinkled, put it on the bed. With your
steam iron, simply iron the wrinkles right out. Be
careful of the iron settings. — Roberta in Live
Oak, Texas
STUCK TAPE
Dear Heloise:lo keep the end of the tape easy
to find, stick a penny under the end of the roll.
This is really good. especially for larger rolls, like
masking and duct tape. — Julie W., via email
Send a money-saving or timesaving hint to
Heloise, P.O. Box 795000, San Antonio, TX 782795000, or you can fax it to 1-210-HELOISE or
email it to Heloise(at)Heloise.cons. I can't answer
your letter personally but will use the best hints
received in my column.

by
Heloise

Crosswords

i
ID 11J STINI(g4 ,
I PONT GET
IT SANTA RACES
ALL OVER THE
WORLD DELIVERING
TOYS TO TWO
BILLJON KIDS IN
A SINGLE

READ THE TIME AWAY
Dear Readers: The big TRAVEL SEASON is here, and that
means time spent waiting in line
or sitting on a train, plane or
bus, or in a car. My late father
(Mike Cruse, 1920-2006) would
always save small-size magazines. ideal for "pass the time"
reading, to take along — lightweight, and you can leave them
behind on the plane or train
for others, or in the sitting area for someone else
to use.
I still do the same, and give them to flight attendants and other passengers if they want them. —
Heloise
SANTA'S FOOTPRINTS
Dear Readers: Want a fun and cute way to show
that Santa has visited your home? Using an old
pair of slippers, place them on the floor, sprinkle
baking soda over them, and then move to a new
spot to make footprints.
Go from the fireplace to the Christmas tree —
Santa footprints! Afterward, just vacuum up the
baking soda, and Ile carpet (or floor) will smell
fresh. Baking soda is one of my favorite household
helpers; it works everywhere while cleaning and
deodorizing. 1 have compiled a pamphlet of my
favorite money-saving uses.Ifyou would like to receive
a copy, send $5 and a long, self-addressed, stamped
(70 cents) envelope to: Heloise/Baking Soda, P.O.
Box 795001, San Antonio, IX, 78279-500I. Don't
forget to keep a box of baking soda handy in the
kitchen to scrub the sink, sprinkle onto burned gunk
in a pan (just cover with water) and to use in
baking, of course! — Heloise
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By the Associated Press
Today is Thursday, Dec. 18.
,the 352nd day of 2014. There are
13 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
In 1958, the world's first communications satellite, SCORE(Signal Communication by Orbiting
Relay Equipment). nicknamed
"Chatterbox." was launched by the
United States aboard an Atlas
rocket.
On this date:
In 1787, New Jersey became
the third state to ratify the U.S.
Constitution.
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error Murray Ledger & Times will be
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DISCLAIMER

Storage

When accessing the
-help wanted" section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledgercom.
you will be redirected
to Jobnetwork.com.
By default,
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this svebsite.
However, as a national
website, not all listings
on the jobnetwork.corn
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you.

1 s 1 Month free!
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THE Murray Ledger
& Times considers
its sources reliable,
but inaccuracies do
occur.
Readers
using this information do so at their
own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned
herein are believed
to be reputable,
The Murray Ledger
& Times, nor any of
its
employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever
for their activities.

FITTS Block &
Ready Mix
Local Truck Driver
Wanted.... Must have
CDC up to date medical card. Apply in person. 98 E Main Street
Murray, KY 42071
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The Land Between Lakes Association is
accepting applications for the position of Gift
Shop Merchandise Manager to manage our
gift shop operations in the Land Between The
Lakes National Recreation Area. Applicants
should have a high school diploma and a
minimum of three (3) years experience in retail
sales to include purchasing, inventory control,
marketing and promotions, product display
development and staff supervision. Mail or
bring a letter of interest and resume, with work
references, to Friends of Land Between The
Lakes, 345 Maintenance Road, Golden Pond,
KY 42211, Attn: GS Merchandise Mgr.
Applications will be accepted through close of
business Tuesday, December 30, 2014_
Send electronic submissions to
jrufliafnendsofIbtorg. Inquiries call
270-924-2088.
060
Help Wanted

Went to Buy

GIBSON Truck Lines
LLC in Murray, KY.
Long haul dnvers to run
OR & WA, pay avg
$1200 time out 9 days.
Regional drivers pay
avg $1000 time out 5
days. Short regional
drivers .pay avg $800
time out 3 days. Part
time drivers to run 200
mile radius of Western
KY. All drivers must be
25 years old, have 2
year over the road
expenence in the last 5
years, no accidents or
major moving violations on MVR, and
pass DOT drug screen.
Call 270-767-0191 for
application.

CASH FOR GOOD
USED REFRIGERATORS,
STOVES.
HEATERS, AIR CONDITIONERS,
CARPETING, ETC 270753-4109

Money Order

Visa

SCHWARZ
Supply
Source
250 Melvin Henley Dr.
Murray, KY 42071
270-767-1881
Immediate openings
for
various warehouse
positions.
Full Time & All Shifts.
Must apply in person !
SPORTABLE
Scoreboards is looking for a full time, day
shift employee for
scoreboard
assembly/packaging in
a teamwork based
environment
Assembly position may
include
fabricating
metal parts, installation
of: components, wiring
and digits, _applying
graphics to finished
scoreboards or packaging panels for shipment. Use of small
hand tools are required
to assemble our product.
The successful candidate is self-motivated,
detail oriented and
takes pnde in the quality of their work Having
electronic skills is a
plus
Sport able
Scoreboards offers a
competitive wage and
comprehensive benefit
package.
Advancement opportunities are offered to
individuals who share
our positive commitment to meeting company goals.
Email resumes to
mfg recrufting0scor
eboard1.com or
apply at: 106 Max Hurt
Drive, Murray

M/C

Name
St. Addreiss

"ANTIQUES". gas, oil

City
Zip

State

& soda signs, pump,
military Call Larry 270753-3633

Daytime Ph.
Mail this coupon with payment to

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040,
Murray, KY 49671
Or call (270) 753-1916

S1NESS & SERVICE DIRECTOR*

Nice, Large, Duplex
2BR, 1 5BA, large utility, with W/D, garage,
$725/mo. $725/dep.
Lynn Grove 270-2271743

BUYING, BUYING, BUYING
Wrecked, running and non-running
autos, batteries, and all aluminum

NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Fnday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD ft 711

KEY RECYCLING
1990 STATE ROUTE 121 SOUTH
270-759-9694

CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th.
Murray

150
Articles
For Sale
LIFT Chair- bronze col
ored fabnc. Excellen
condition. $300 to
more information cal
270-227-2857
Appliances

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS
605 E South 12th St

(270) 753-1713
I 60
Home Furnishings
PILLOW Top Mattress
sets. New in Plastic.
Queen $195.00
Full $185.00
King $385.00
270-293-4121
Can Deliver

Nice 2BR mobile home
No Pets 270-753-9866
320
Apartments For Rent

Thank you for your business'

Call Chelsea Humphreys
at 270-753-1916 and place your ad today!
410
Public Sate

1 OR 2br apts nea
downtown
Murray
Lease and deposit
270-753required.
4109.
1700 Bourland Lane
Apt A. 2BR, 25A brick,
large rooms, garages.
$750/mo
270-8739070 leave message if
no answer.
2BR, 1BA, all
appliances
$650.00
Rent, $650.00 deposit
1 year lease NO pets.
270-293-6430
2BR, 2 full bath duplex.
all appliances & washer & dryer, cable &
water
furnished.
S650/month. 104 Park
St.753-2225.
Calloway Gardens

Essex Downs
Apartments
1BR from $345
2BR from $375
270-753-8556
1505 Duiguid Drive
TDD 1-11100-‘45-1103 ru 2*3
110
C
r

AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859
Real Estate

3BR furnished lake
home.
No
pets.
References required.
$900/month Coleman
RE 270-753-9898
3BR, 2BA house in
country Beautiful yard.
Lynn
area.
Grove
$550/mo, NO pets, No
smoking. Deposit and
References required.
270-970-7456

Murray Ledger & Times Fair
Housing Act Notice
All real estate advertised herein
is sullied to the Federal Fair
Housing Act. which make, it
illegal to advertise any preference, limitahon or discnmina•
lion based on race, color religion, sex, handicap. familial status or national ongin or mienlion to make any such preferences, limitations or discrimination.
State laws forbid discrimination
in the sale, rental or advernstrig
of real estate based on faders in
addition to those protected
under federal law
We will knowingly accept arty
advertising tor real estate which
is not in violation of the law All
persons are hereby informed
ffiat all dwellings advertised are
available on an equal opportunity basis
For further assistance with Fair
Housing Advertising requirements contact NAA Counsel
Rene P Milam.17031648-1000

3BR,1BA, $650 per
month plus deposit
270-978-1400
For Rent 38R, 2BA
Handicap
access,
$65oper month 270354-6382
Very nice 38R home.
Appliances and carport.
No
pets.
References required.
Coleman RE 270-7539898

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F
AL RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4Th ST.
Corset st 121 S. & 4.1endak
IOX10.4 & 110x15's
12701436-2524
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

MA. WouiPal
01.•0•Tu•iy•

Lots For Sale
Lot for sale near the
Hospital in Murray.
Zoned R3. Ready to
build on $18,000 OBO
270-436-2690
UTILITYS in Place
$9,500
270-753-6012

82 Acre Wooded Farm
& House for sale
12 Miles East of Murray
Serious inquires only
270-436-2853
Homes For See

New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
RIverflold Estates
SBG Real Property
Professionals
293-7872
480
Auto Parts

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALE
We Finance
iwilnrimotorsales co
270-753-4461

USED TIRES
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Services Offered

YOUR AD

HAWS W1`Nll

COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

MANACI \11 \ I

Hill Electric
Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or
small

753-9562
www.hillelectric.com
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
junk & tree work.
A-1 Lamb Tree Pro
Lic/Ins 270-753-Tree
(8733)

1

1153111.1sed Can

Obedience
DOG
glendhenmere com
(270)436-2858

2010 Ford Taurus
Limited
Very well
equipped,
excellent
condition,
garaged
Purchased
new.
53,880 miles. Call 270759-2511

• weekly & special
• locally owned/operated

759-1151 •293-2783
293-2784
HILL SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
& TRUCKING
All Your Septic Needs
Installation
& Repair
Dirt, Gravel,
White Rock,
Sand, & Mulch

(270)293-9686
KENTUCKYLAKE
REMODEUNG.COM
.Home Improvements
*BathS Kitchen
Drywall, Painting,
Plumbing, Flooring, Decks
qnsungd *Sr Discount
•Free Estimates
•Member Angles List

A.G.S. Well &
Irrigation

270-436-5959

We// Drilling

Selling your
motorcycle or ATV?

Well Pump Service
Resident/a/ ef
Agricultural

Call us, we'll be
glad to help.

Chris Tucker

Murray Ledger &
Times

IteAtior
1111111101111MM
'Additions
"Remodeling
•Complete Masonry
(270)293-1421
(270)293-1753

*Handyman Services
*Yard Work
'Gutters Cleaned
•Home Repairs

Gary 270-227-0420
PRESCOTT
ROOFING
Over 28 Years
Experience
Zach 270-873-7700
Davld 2/0-227-1106
Al ShaVes Maxi Nailed
SMALL home repairs,
washing,
pressure
painting and general
labor. No job too small.
270-227-9484
YEARRY'S Tree and
Lawn Service Licensed
and insured. Free estimates. 270-436-2562.
270-227-0267

270-293-4406

ON BEA

CLEAN CUT
LAWN CARE

MINI
Sgr
eelitAGE
III Size un

LANDSCAPING
LEAF REMOVAL
MULCHING
Free estimates

270-293-4020
CLEANING Service by
Filipino housewife.
Cooking, washing, setting,
vacuuming
Available 7days/ holidays.
30 years experience
Call Lisa anytime
270-217-7663
731-442-0366
DRYWALL & painting.
no job too big or
small Handyman services as well. Free estimates. Call Logan at
270-293-0404.

FRAME'S
TREE
SERVICE
,1-,
r1,5

1:111 1

We

Call Kevin at

I

11
24/7 Surveillance •Electricity
Now Have 80 Climate Control Units

1112 Whftnell Ave.

753-3853
Owner-Michael Mott
-Licensee& Insured
.242# years everience
•Wellpurnos, gas cc elecinc
water heaters
'LP& naturalgas lines
"Waco/gas installer
For all your plumbing needs
41111112216

GARLANil
RENTAL

Ron Frame
1270) 227-3140
(2701 474-0323

"If you've got it, we cam store it"

FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE
•Trimming

• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N. 12th St.
• MBC Storage - 1900 N. 12th St.
Lights. Electricity. and 24/7 Surveillance

*Removal

• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E

*Stump Grinding

All sizes available call today
to reserve your storage unit

Call 753-5606

bedroom
NICE
2
Duplex W/ carport,
appliances NO pets,
1 yr lease 270-2277414
Two Bedroom Duplex,
with C/H/AC, Carport,
All appliances furnished, NO Pets
270-436-5960

Services Offered

8, DEBRIS REMOVAL

For Rent, 2 bedroom
Duplex Apartment
270-978-2615

Dr. Kevin Adams
308 S. 12th
Murray
*Eyeglasses
*Contacts
759-2500
•Eye Disease
murrayeyecare.com

753-9224 Nick McClure-Owner

2 or 38R Houses
Lease & Deposit
Required
270-753-4109
nicholsent com
/properties

Storage Rentals

Eyecare Specialties

Residential & Commercial

VERY nice 4BR, 2BA,
newly remodeled, New
appliances & fixtures
throughout. Coleman
Real Estate 270-7539898

VERY nice, redecorated, 2-bath house great location in city.
Garage, storage buildings and fenced yard includes appliances.
$750 +deposit. 270226-3060

Place your Business
Directory Ad with us today!
Call Chelsea or Nicki for
pricing and get your ad
started! 270-753-1916

Camp Septic Cleaning of Murray

Houses For Rent

90.11•103)

I Check
1

Gift Shop Merchandise Manager

*Firewood
*Insured

(270)489-2839

For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 loc.ationS.

270-753-2905

41.1
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Sa9 Merr9 Christmas in one
ea9 step!
Just compare... save money & time!

4Greg Mansfield

Wish all of your giditgrnata and paargna a Merry
Christmas without buying the Cards, writing the
notes. licking the envelopes, and getting the
stamps (Up to 25 words plus logo)

LEDaRSETIMES

only the
best for our
readers,
advertisers &
yatrons this
holiday season.

Wishing

4

YOUR GREETING WILL INCLUDE ruu..
COLOR!
Call Chelsea Humphreys or Nick' Peach at

270-753-1916
to place your Christmas Greeting ad today!

'From:

The staff of the
Ledger &

Publish Date Tuesday, December 23
Deadline: Friday, December 19 at 5pm

?•turray

Sa9 Merry Christmas in
one ease step!
Just compare... save money
& time!

Merry
Christmas to
all our friends
& family!

YOUR GREETING WILL INCLUDE
PULL COLOR!
Call Chelsea Humphreys or Nick' Peach at

270-753-1916
to place your Christmas Greeting ad
today!
Publish Date: Tuesday, December 23
Deadline: Friday, December 19 at 5pm

5

9
7

888-207-2053.

Make a Connection Real
People, Flirty Chat Meet
singles nght now! Call
Livelinks Try it FREE
Call now 1-888-979-2264

MEDICAL BILLING
Trainees Needed! Ben a
career in Billing, Coding
Insurance processing! No
Experience Needed!
Online training at Bryan
University gets you ready!
HS Diploma/GED
Computer/Internet needed
1-877-259-3880

AUCTIONS
NEED MORE
RESPONSE? • Save time
and money by making
one call to place a 25word classified in 84
Kentucky newspapers for
only $250 One order.
One check, One smart
move! For more information. contact the classified
department of this newspaper or call KPS 1-502223-8821. email: sparry0kypress corn
EDUCATIONAL TRAINING
AIRLINES CAREERS Get FAA certified Aviation
Maintenance training
Financial aid if qualified Job placement assistance CALL now Aviation
Institute of Maintenance

FINANCIAL SERVICES
SELL YOUR Structured
settlement or annuity payments for CASH NOW'
You don't have to wart for
your future payments any
longer! Call 1-800-7219205
HEALTH SERVICES
ATTENTION: VIAGRA
and CIALIS Users! A
cheaper alternative to
high drugstore pnces! 50
Pill Special - $99 FREE
Shipping! 100 Percent
Guaranteed. Call Now 1800-490-2790.
GOT KNEE PAIN? Back

Pain? Shoulder Pain/ Get
a pain-relieving brace little or NO cost to you
Medicare Patients Call
Health Hotline Now! 1800-492-7057.

661111 1
Gallimore
Electrical Contractors, LLC
ledustrlaUtemsnal/lissidestial

lams C.Salaam

(270) 759-0890

9.

HELP WANTED
EXPERIENCED
GLAZIERS Needed Bowling Green Glass
Company has immediate
openings for experienced
glaziers Much of the work
under contract is the prevailing wage Please
email your resume to
limO bgglassco.com

SPORTING/SPORTING
GOODS
GUN SHOW DEC_ 20-21
Sat. 9-5 & Sun. 9-4,
Somerset The Center
(2292 S. Hwy. 27) BUY SELL - TRADE. Info (563)
927-8176.
TRUCK DRIVERS HELP
WANTED

MISCELLANEOUS

SERVICES

APPLY NOW' CDL
Drivers in High Demand!
Get you CDL Training in
16 days at Truck America
Training and go to work!
State WIA Grants and VA
Accepted. Tuition
Financing Available 1st
yr. avg. $38 - $40,000 per
ATA (502)955-6388 or
(866)244-3644.

DISH TV RETAILER SAVE! Starting

35 DRIVER TRAINEES
Needed! Learn to drive for

SOCIAL SECURITY
Disability Benefits Unable
to work? Denied benefits,
We Can Help! WIN or Pay
Nothing! Start your application today! Call Bill
Gordon & Associates. 1/300-396-7940

Some U.S. consumers are going over the
Internet or through the woods to find fresh
Christmas trees this year, taking advantage
of shopping options at opposite ends of the
cost spectrum.
In one camp are thrifty folks paying as little as $5 for trees they harvest themselves
from national forests. In the other are consumers willing to spend significantly more
on trees they order online and have shipped
to their doors.
New Hampshire offers both options: the
U.S. Forest Service provides permits for
cut-your-own Christmas trees in the
800,000-acre White Mountain National
Forest, while several of the state's farms
ship trees all over the country.
Chris Proulx, 39, of Conway snagged a
tree from the forest the weekend after
Thanksgiving and set it up on his porch. On
the advice of a forest ranger, he and his family trekked about half a mile into the woods
to a clearing where they hoped to find
young balsam firs, keeping an eye out for
"back up" trees along the way.
Finding a good tree was a challenge.
Proulx said. But in the end, it wasn't about
the tree. He compares it to taking his kids
fishing in Swift River that runs through the
forest in the summer.
"You do it not because the best or biggest
fish are there. It's more about the experience. It's the same thing with these trees.
y tree," he
You're not going to bag
comes in
o
rson
avera
"The
said.
and say, 'Nice
might call you a block
job, Charlie Brown, you picked out the perfect tree.'
"But if you know that it's from the national forest and you know what it took to get it,
it looks better to you than it will to everybody else," Proulx said.

The National Christmas Tree Association
says U.S. consumers purchased 33 million

farm-grown Christmas trees last year. About
a third shopped at big box stores, such as
Wal-Mart or Home Depot; just over a quarter bought directly from farms, and just
under a quarter purchased trees at retail lots.
Internet sales accounted for less than 3 percent of total sales, though the association
has heard anecdotal evidence that such purchases are increasing.
In northern New Hampshire, only about
500 of the roughly 11,000 trees sold by
Mountain Star Farms in Haverhill go to
online customers, but that number is growing, said manager Ben Hoyt. Customers
include busy businesspeople, city dwellers
without cars who don't want to drag a tree
home from a retail lot, and former New
Englanders living in warmer climates who
miss their traditional trees. A 7-foot tree
costs about $50, plus another $50 for shipping.
The trees are boxed and shipped within a
day or two of being cut, said Hoyt. He
reserves his very best trees for his online
customers, who are encouraged to make
general suggestions about size, shape and
fullness when ordering.
"Christmas trees are such a personal and
traditional thing that it's really tough for
people to relinquish that control over who
picks out their Christmas tree for them, so
the pressure on me is pretty extreme from
time to time," he said.
Jenny Thibault, 73, of Beverly,
Massachusetts, said she used to be so picky
about her Christmas tree that her family
refused to shop with her. But when the nearby farm she liked closed, she took a chance
and ordered a tree from Mountain Star
Farms. That was about a decade ago, and
she's been a loyal customer ever since.
"I saw their website, and every one of the
trees looked awesome," she said. "The only
thing I couldn't do was smell it."
Most of the country's 154 national forests
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CONSISTENCY
AD.
ONLY $75.00
PEE MONTH.
CALL
CLASSIFIED

Garage and
Yard Sale Directory
CHRISTMAS BAZAAR!

Weeks Center 607 Poplar St.

•

Friday 6pm-9:30pm

FON DETAILS
(En)753-111118.

Handmade- Jewelry (gem stone & semi-precious), scarves (crocheted), toddler clothing
1 yr-5 yrs old, coasters, crocheted dolls,
ornaments. Homemade- Brownies, pies, chess
squares, breads (white & banana), candy,
cookies, cakes, sals, pepper jelly

Let us help you
spread the word Classifieds work!
Call 753-1916 to
place your ad TODAY

Horoscope

Werner Enterprises! Earn
$750 per week, No ,
Experience Needed! Local
CDL Training gets you lob
ready ASAP! 1-877-2431812

DedicateeVOTFVCasual
Drivers. $2,000 Sign-On
Bonus, Paid
VecationNedical1401k,
Good Pay/Home Time
877-346-0997

DRIVERS Owner
Operators and experienced OTR drivers needed for expanding nest
Call USA Truck today.
866-545-0078

DRIVERS: Need CDL A or
B to relocate vehicles
from area body plants to
venous locations throughout U.S. -- No forced dispatch - 1-800-501-3783 or

by Jacqueline Bigar

aHAPPY BIRTHDAY for Friday, Dec. 19, 2014:
This year you have so many opportunities heading your way that
you might not know which ones to choose. Trust your judgment,
and also be willing to discuss your options with experts or advisers.
Know that you have what it takes. If you are single, you could
attract people who are emotionally unavailable. Take your time dating, and don't commit until the right person enters your life. If you
are attached, your sweetie is drawn to a mysterious quality in you.
Taking weekends away together as a couple will strengthen your
bond. A fellow SAGM'ARIUS is adventurous in his or her own
way.

PAVVI.mamotransporta-

DRIVERS - START WITH
OUR TRAINING or
Continue Your Solid
Career You Have
Options! Company
Drivers. Lease Purchase
or Owner Operators
Needed. (855) 958-2748
1WAV CentralTruckDrivingi
obs corn
SUPER CAREER IN
2015! Earn up to
$0.43/mile, $2,500 Sign
On Bonus PLUS up to
$0.03 per mile in bonus!
Call 866-722-5112 or
SuperServiceLLC.com

Ra
25a
over

Juournsma

tion.corn

under Careers

FLATBED DRIVERS trucks now set at 70MPH
Starting pay up to 41
CPM, health insurance.
401K. $59 daily per diem
pay, home weekends
800-648-9915 or
vn•ivo boyclandsons corn

The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; 4Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so: 1 -Difficult
ARIES (March 21-Ap

19)

**** You might opt tc catch up with a close friend. The intensity
that emanates from this ncounter may intrigue those who witness
it. Expect a lot of questions. Choose your words with care. Don't
allow detachment to take you away from the moment. Tonight:
Follow a wild idea.
HOME WEEKENDS!
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
$1,000 sign on bonus.
**** Others will either make the first move or do nothing at all.
Regional flatbed. No tarp
Only when you feel comfortable should you say something. Know
freight Excellent pay and
benefits. Owner/Ops welthat isolation might be part of the game. A discussion could be very
come. Call 800-554-5661. intense in the late afternoon. Tonight: Find a favorite person.
ext 331.
www.fixtrarisportiobs

LOCAL COMPANY
NEEDS:

Christmas tree shopping: Cost vs. convenience
WATERVILLE VALLEY. N.H. (AP) —

8

6

-

If you have lost or found
a pet
We will run an ad 1 day
for free
Call
AIME
753-1916
6 we'll be
glad to help

$19 99/month (for 12
months) FREE Premium
Movie Channels FREE
Equipment Installation &
Activation Call, Compare
Local Deals! 1-800-4178079

2

8
6

STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS
ADULT

4 28
1 37
69 5
8. 1 6
5 4 9
2 7 3
36 2
98 1
75 4

Difficulty Level ***

WWW.GECMURRAY.COM
Wish all of your friends and family a Merry
Christmas without buying the cards, writing
the notes, licking the envelopes, and getting
the stamps (Up to 20 words)

Answer to previous puzzle

,7
2

Ask about our
Dinkrila
59ed1112
for all your
advertising
needs.
753-1916

81

1

9

lamp V butt'

(270) 293-8480

Dave Grcen

By

2

Garage Door
Sales & Maintenance
r Continuous Gutters
Groat Hometown
oc.ii spool Nut no:my out al

Murray L

Sucloku s a number-08m9 puzzle bawl on a 04 grxt wth
several grven numbers The oboel Is lo place the runbera 1 10
9 in the empty *wee so that each row, each coiumn and each
34 box contains the earns nurnber only once The difficulty level
ol the Concept's Sudoku increases from Monday lo Sunday

SUDOKU
Concepts, SueboKu

Mee

fliI
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allow visitors to harvest Christmas trees.
Permit prices vary by location, as do restrictions on tree sizes and harvest locations.
New Hampshire has sold permits for at
least 30 years, and the program is growing
in popularity. Last year's total — 660 permits — was more than triple the number
sold in 2002. Nationally, the forest service
sold nearly 196,000 Christmas trees.
Ralph and Arpie Beaman of Thornton
used to cut a tree on a friend's property but
switched to the White Mountain National
Forest several years ago to start a new family tradition with their two children, now 8
and 5. Sometimes, they make multiple trips
before finding a tree.
"The pros are it's very inexpensive — it's
$5 — we're out in the woods as a family,
and it's a great activity for the kids to be outdoors," said Aspic Beaman. "The cons are
we have to scout it out."
Unlike Proulx, who cut a short, young
tree, the Beamans set their sights higher
when they ventured into the woods on a
recent Sunday in Waterville Valley. After
trekking across a snow-covered beaver dam,
they scanned the sky for a well-shaped treetop. They eventually cut down a roughly 20foot Balsam then chopped off the top 9 feet
or so to take home.
"It may look like a lot of hard work but it's
fun. We get some exercise doing it, and it's
only once a year," said Ralph Beaman. "I
think the kids get a lot out of it and, hopefully, they'll be able to pass it on to their kids
when they get older."
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GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** You'll charge into work as a veritable whirlwind of energy. Trust

0

that you will complete whatever you need to and more. Use whatever free time you have to put yourself into the holiday mood. You
might be touched by a friend's kind words. Tonight: Be a force on the
social scene.

Iii
late
win

CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** Allow your creativity to take you in a new direction. Some
of you just might decide to use your imagination to come up with a
last-minute gift. Keep interactions lighthearted, even when someone
seems to want to be more serious. Tonight: Party until you drop.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** Handle a personal matter first in order to free yourself up. You
might find that someone else doesn't view a situation the same way.
That difference needs to be respected. By midaftemoon, consider
running some holiday errands. Tonight: Be adventurous.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** You could be busy fielding calls and last-minute invitations.
Stop to have a conversation with someone who might feel somewhat
ignored. You will help lift this person's spirits. Focus on clearing up
matters involving your home. Tonight: Hang the mistletoe if you
haven't yet.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Use caution with your finances, as you could be overwhelmed by what you need to do. You easily could lose control of
your budget. Slow down a little, and you will see the benefits quickly. Let go of any worries. Tonight: With friends, swapping holiday stories or jokes.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** You seem to get what you need. You could have a difficult
conversation with someone who is depressed. Consider an option
more openly, especially if it involves last-minute shopping. You might
want to consolidate your to-do list. Tonight: Out and about.

SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Doc. 21)
*** Handle a personal matter in the morning, when you have
some time to yourself. By midaftemoon, you will you perk up and
delight those around you. Allow greater give-and-take between you
and others. You don't need to hide anything. Tonight: As you like it.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Use the muiuioming to the max, even if friends try to interfere with your plans. Consider taking the day off. You might want to
drop in on some early holiday parties, or perhaps you'll just want to
relax at home. Tonight: Eggnog, holiday lights and some romance.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** You would like to be carefree and not have any more demands
or requests dropped on you. Handle everything you must with efficiency in order to free yourself up sooner. You might discover that
your weekend begins midafternoon. Tonight: Find your friends.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Reach out to friends and loved ones at a distance. It would
be smart to exchange holiday wishes now before the things gets too
crazy. Consider dropping in on an older loved one to visit and say hi.
Be spontaneous. Tonight Give up being so responsible, and enjoy
yourself.
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BORN TODAY
Magician Criss Angel (1967), football player Reggie White (1961),
model Pauline Gretzky (1988)
Jacqueline Blgar Is on the Internet Ft www.jacquellneblgar.com.
(c) 2014 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
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MURRAY STATE BASKETBALL: RACERS 94, BRAVES 56

PAS
S
THE
NOCK
Racers record
25 assists in win
over Alcorn State
By RYAN RICHARDSON
Sports Writer
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Wednesday night's 94-56 win over
Alcorn State was all about sharing the
ball and making 3-pointers for the
Racers.
Murray State had 25 assists on 31 field
goals,and head coach Steve Prohm made
sure the team knew that after the game.
"I told them that was the best stat of the
night," he said."That's a great stat for us.
We have to continue to go in that direction. We have to continue to make the
extra pass,continue to go inside-out."
Passing down low has been a major
focus in practices lately, and it carried
over into the game — Jarvis Williams had
,four assists from the post.
"I have the utmost confidence in my
teammates," Williams said."There' s not
a doubt in my mind when I kick the ball
out.,,
Williams is so confident, he said, that
he's almost developed a bad habit.
"I'm already running down the floor by
the time I kick the ball out because I
think they're just going to knock down,
the shot," he said.
He had every reason to think so
Wednesday,as the Racers shot 64.6 percent from the field and 59.1 percent from
3-point range.
In their last four games, Murray State
has shot at least 50.0 and 55.0 percent in
field goals and 3-pointers. respectively.
In the past two games. TJ. Sapp had
the hot hand early to give the Racers
ta See RACERS, 12

OVC BASKETBALL

KYSER LOUGH For the Ledge
Murray State's Jarvis Williams (4) blocks a shot by Alcorn State's Marquis Vance in the first half of the Racers win Wednesday night.

TEXAS BASKETBALL

LOUISVILLE CARDINALS

Hardwood Classic

Illinois State's Former MSU
late run delivers commit Croaker
win over UTM
leaves Texas
ASSOCIATED PRESS
NORMAL, Ill. (AP) — Daishon
Knight scored 18 points and Illinois
State's late run lifted the Redbirds over
UT Martin 64-54 on Wednesday.
Knight's 3-pointer with 3:45 left
broke a 52-all tie and ignited a 13-2
run while UT Martin missed its last
five shots of the game.
Illinois State (6-3) led by one midway through the first half but closed
on a 14-5 run to lead 28-18 at the
break. UT Martin (6-3) scored one
point in the final 4:58 of the half,
missing its final four shots and 3 of 4
free throws.
The Skyhawks came out of the gate
after iifrennission to make a game of
it, as a 17-6 run gave them a I-point
lead just over 6 minutes into the second half.
Reggie Lynch had 12 points and
eight rebounds for Illinois State.
Deville Smith paced UT martin with
16 points and Marshun Newell had 14.

CCHS HARDWOOD CLASSIC

tips off tonight
at Calloway Co.

ASSOCIATED PRESS

By EDWARD MARLOWE
Lead Sports Writer

AUSTIN, Texas (AP) — The Texas
Longhorns have given sophomore
Tonight through Saturday, the camguard Damarcus Croaker an uncondipus of Calloway County schools will
tional release from his scholarship.
be devoted to prep girls high school
The University of Texas at Austin
basketball.
announced the move in a tersely wordHosting the annual Calloway County
ed statement Tuesday afternoon.
Hardwood Classic, the Jeffery
The 6-foot-2, 190-pound guard from
Gymnasium and Calloway County
Jones High School in Orlando.Florida.
Middle School gymnasium will see
had been averaging just 9.4 minutes
matchups amongst four regional
and 1.6 points playing in just five of
teams —,-Calloway, Murray. Paducah
the Longhorns' nine games so far. He
Tilghman and Graves County — with
was just 3-of- 10 shooting from the
GARRY JONES / AP photo
teams from northwest Tennessee and
field, scoring eight points with five Louisville head coach Bobby Petrino, left, and quarterback Kyle Bolin Memphis.
rebounds and three assists. He also has look on as Bolin prepares to enter the game against UK Nov. 29, 2014.
Though last year's champions in
had three turnovers.
Dyersburg, Tenn., do not return,
That's a drop-off from his freshman
perennial
powerhouse
Martin
season, when he averaged 3.3 points in
Westview makes an encore — while
9.5 minutes per game, playing in 33
Craigmont, Henry Co., Douglass,
games and starting twice, against BY U
By GARY B. GRAVES
the program.
Dresden, Chester Co. and Gibson Co.
and DePaul.
AP Sports Writer
Louisville twice achieved double- also join
the 12-team field and repreHe also earned a spot on the Spring
digit wins during Petrino's first coach- sent the Volunteer
State contingent.
2014 Big 12 Commissioner's Honor
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —; ing stint from 2003-06.
Lady Laker head coach Scott Sivills
Roll.
Louisville players' resolve to overcome
"We want to get to 10 wins," Petrino was informed a
week ago that St.
challenges is one reason coach Bobby said Tuesday. "That's something cerKatharine, Louisiana, will not be able
Petrino is excited about the program's tainly our seniors will be very proud of
NBA: ROCKETS 115, NUGGETS 111 OT
to make the trip due to finals week,
fourth consecutive bowl appearance.
so they can look back and their careers and as such the long-time head
coach
The No. 20 Cardinals (9-3) had to and see the double-digit winning seaDAVID ZALUBOWSKI
was able to extend an invitation to
replace
quarterback
Teddy sons that they've had.
AP photo
Mayfield for Saturday's pool play.
Bridgewater,and that was before a preROCKETS WIN:
"It is kind of a milestone that you
The tournament serves as one of the
season foot injury to star receiver want to hit every year,the 10 wins.... or
James Harden drives
biggest fundraisers for the Lady
DeVante Parker further complicated 11,or 12 or 13."
past Denver Nuggets'
Lakers all season,Sivills said, with all
matters. Louisville has played three
Kenneth Failed in the
The Cardinals' quest for a program funds procured heading to
the
quarterbacks and had to replace seven first
first quarter of the
in Petrino's return could involve Backboard Club.
defensive
starters.
115-111 overtime win
the return of freshman QB Reggie
Aside from being a fundraiser, howAnd of course, the players have had
Wednesday night In
Bonnafon, who succeeded sophomore ever, the rough gauntlet provides
a
to adjust to the new coaching staff.
Denver. Isaiah
starter Will Gardner after two injuries tough test for teams looking to gain
Despite everything, Louisville is
including a season-ending torn left experience and temper their mettle for
Canaan made his
heading to the Belk Bowl against No.
anterior cruciate ligament last month.
March Madness.
Bret return since his
13 Georgia (9-3) on Dec. 30 in
Bonnafon was knocked out of the reg"This is a tournament that has got
knee Injury. He only
Charlotte, North Carolina, and can finagainst Kentucky some good local flavor," he said. "It's
finale
season
ular
played 7 minutes and
ish its third straight season with doubledid not score.
S..CLASSIC, 12
See CARDINALS. 12
digit wins — which would he a first for

Louisville prepares for Belk Bowl
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CALLO WAY COUNTY HARDWOOD CLASSIC SCHEDULE

, 1:
i' 1 The Insurance Center of Nlurrav

Thursday, Dec. 18

5 P.M.
6:30 P.M.
8 P.M.

Ba%iness • Howe • Car • Health • 141V
-lour more than one company ageniy!"

CCMS
CCHS
Tilghman vs. Chester Co.(TN)
Graves Co. vs. Gibson Co.(TN)
Murray vs. Westview(TN)
Henry Co.(TN)vs. Tilghman
(TN)
Calloway Co. vs. Dresden

\
David King

NBA Glance
Wednesdays Games
Phoenix 111 Charlotte 108
Atlanta 127, Cleveland 98
Utah 105. Miami 87
Dallas 117 Detroit 106
Boston 109, Orlando 92
Toronto 105. Brooklyn 89
Memphis 117 San Antonio 116 30T

Friday, Dec. 19

5 P.M.
6:30 P.M.
8 P.M.

CCMS
Craigmont(TN) vs. Westview

CCHS
vs. Gibson Co.
(TN)
Douglass
Chester Co.(TN)vs. Henry Co.
Graves Co. vs. Douglass

Murray vs. Craigmont

10 A.M.
11:30 A.M.
1 P.M.
2:30 P.M.
4 P.M.
5:30 P.M.

time both on the court and in
the film room dissecting key
issues.
Their first game of the tournament — against Dresden,
Tenn. — is a team similar to the
Lady Lakers, who are striving
to find an identity in the early
going.
"They have one of their best
players limited by an ACL
injury, and so they are struggling to find some scoring," he
said. "It would be good if we
could come out with one or two
wins to give this team a boost
of confidence.
"These kids need a win,especially after as hard as they have
been working to improve."
Across town, Murray has
opened the season at 4-1 —
defeating Marshall County 6042 Tuesday night.
Despite the strong start, the
Lady Tigers have also been
searching for drastic improvements in shot selection and
offense, and head coach
Rechelle Turner said it was a
blessing to get some close

CCMS
C3 vs. D3(G2)
Calloway Co. vs. B2(G4)
D1 vs. Cl(G6)
Cl loser vs. G2 loser
G3 loser vs. G4 loser
G5 loser vs. G6 loser

games with high-caliber teams
in the field.
"I put us in this tournament
for a reason," Turner said.
"We're looking for good competition, and this tournament is
set up to do that."
Murray opens against Martin
Westview tonight — a squad
that took the Lady Lakers to
overtime last season — before
looking to Craigmont at 8 p.m.
Friday.
Turner said the team will do
some on-the-fly scouting of
Craigmont during the 5 p.m.
game Friday, but after seeing
Westview both in-person and
on film, she knows her team is
in for a great game.
"They are very well coached
and have very good players."
she said. "We just have to be
prepared both mentally and
physically. By the time this
tournament is over, we will
have played five games in five
days."
For the Lady Tigers and the
Lady Lakers, this weekend is
no retreat. It's a time for

Thursdays Games
New Your at Chicago, 8 pm
New Orleans at Houston, 8 30 p m
Milwaukee at Sacramento. 10 pm
Oklahoma City at Golden St, 10 30 pm
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•Classic...
From Page 11
always a plus to bring those
types of teams in...but it's just a
time to have good basketball
around Christmas."
Sivills said he may revisit the
scheduling process for the tournament next season, as this is
the first time he has run into an
issue where a team dropped
before Saturday morning pool
play.
Charging $5 per campus visit.
Sivills said visitors will be
treated to all styles of basketball from around the area — uptempo, full-court press, zone,
pure shooting, dominating
height and athleticism from all
the clubs involved.
Meanwhile, Sivills is hoping
the tournament brings some
confidence to his young club —
still seeking their first win after
an 0-4 start to the season.
After close losses to Henry
and McCracken counties, the
Lady Lakers have struggled
against Paducah Tilghman and
Graves County. and Sivills said
the team has spent considerable

Portland 104. Milwaukee 97
LA Clippers 102, Indiana 100
Houston 115, Denver 111 OT

•Racers...

, Saturday, Dec. 20
CCHS
Mayfield vs. B3(G1)
C2 vs. D2(G3)
B1 vs. Dresden(G5)
G1 winner vs. G2 winner
G3 winner vs. G4 winner
G5 winner vs. G6 winner

1.300 Johnson Blvd.• 270-7534355

improvement,testing depth and
the ability to overcome adversity — all critical for success in
February and March.
NOTES: Sivills said the tournament will be honoring
Calloway County season passes and chairback passes for
anyone interested.
With the Lady Lakers losing
their Friday night rnatchup
with St. Katharine. Sivills said
he is looking for a game to fill
his schedule — particularly
eying a return to his alma
mater, Trigg County, in
January.
With the St. Katharine departure, Dresden, Tenn., was automatically given the no. 1 seed
in Pool A — a "kind gesture"
from Sivills, he said, because
he wants the team to return
next season.
After nearly a decade with a
sponsor for the tournament.
Sivills said he wasn't able to
connect with anyone to take on
the namesake of the tournament and will be listening to
interested parties next season.

momentum. He started rolling
early against Alcorn State by
draining a corner 3, the first shot
of the night for the Racers.
Sapp never looked back and finished with five 3-pointers on the
night. After a slow start to the season,he said he's finally starting to
feel good. His practice is finally
paying off.
"I work on (my shot) to the
point where when I get out in the
game, I won't have worries,"
Sapp said. "I won't have that
doubt that I might miss the shot. I
don't want my teammates to feel
like they can't trust me to make
the open shot."
Though Sapp hit most everything he put up,the Racers couldn't get much of an early advantage.
Each time Murray State started
to pull away, Alcorn State found
an answer. The Braves trailed by
as few as 6 points at 30-24 with
3:13 to play in the first half.
Jeffer, Moss then hit a baseline
floater that sparked a 10-0 run to
finish the period. Moss ended the
half with a step-back 3 that rolled
in as the,buzzer sounded, and the
Racers went to the locker room
with a 40-24 lead.
Murray State didn't miss a heat
to start the second period. They
went on a 13-3 run that ended
with a 3 by Sapp to put the Racers
up by 26.
The Braves started to inch closer, but aner shot from beyond
the arc byllpp ended any chance
of a comeback. The Racers continued to distance themselves,
going up by 30 points with 8:18

left in the game.
It was the fourth game in a row
in which the Racers have hit II or
more 3-pointers, a feat they
haven't accomplished since the
1998-99 season.
The recent shooting success is
largely part ofthe inside-out game
the team has focused on since the
start of December. Plus, the
Racers are sharing the ball more.
In the first seven games,Murray
State had 91 assists. In the last
four games,they've recorded 86.
"We want to make sure we pass
up that okay shot and get the best
shot, get a great shot," Sapp said.
"We've been really focusing on
that in practice — going inside-out
first."
Williams led the scoring from
the paint with 22 points. Sapp
added 21, followed by Cam
Payne(14)and Moss(10).
Williams also led in rebounding
with 9 boards, while Jonathan
Fairell and Moss each had.
Payne nearly recorded a doubledouble,finishing with 9 assists.
With the offense finally clicking, Prohm wants to focus even
more on becoming a defensive
powerhouse.
"If we can defend, man, we're
going to win a lot of games
because I think we have the capability of scoring and Frutting some
spurts together," he said.
The Racers have now won five
games in a tow,and can continue
their streak Saturday when they
host Illinois State at 3 p.m.
Illinois State also played
Wednesday and needed a late run
to beat OVC opponent UT Martin
64-54.

•Cardinals...
From Page 11
with a bruised knee, allowing
third-stringer Kyle Bolin to
enter and rally the Cardinals to a
44-40 victory by passing for 381
yards and three touchdowns.
Petrino said he is encouraged by
Bonnafon's range of motion but
wants to see how pain subsides
in the knee when bowl preparations resume this week.
Asked about the possibility of
using both quarterbacks against
Georgia. the coach said, "We
haven't even thought about that
yet."
That Petrino has choices at
quarterback and other skill positions speaks to the Cardinals'
ability to adapt quickly and
improve. That was certainly the

case for Parker, who returned
from a seven-game absence to
catch 35 passes for team highs
of 735 yards and five touchdowns.
The same thing could be said
for Louisville's defense, which
enters the game ranked sixth
(293.3 yards allowed per game)
despite the switch to a 3-4 alignment. The Cardinals have a
nation-leading 25 interceptions,
including a NCAA record-tying
14 by safety Gerod Holliman;
the sophomore's opportunistic
play earned him the Jim Thorpe
Award and a first-team selection
Tuesday to the AP All-American
squad.
The Cardinals will need to
maintain their determination on
both sides of the ball against the

Bulldogs, who rank eighth in
scoring (41.7 points) and are
fourth in turnover margin at
But
contest.
per
+1.25
Louisville brings plenty of
strengths, with perseverance
being the most obvious in what
could end up as another banner
season.
"I felt like we've been almost
2 different personalities
1
3, 3 /
throughout the year on offense,"
Petrino said, "and our coaches
have done a great job being positive, working on improvement
and trusting the process.
Sometimes, that's hard to do
when you're not having as much
success as you normally have. I
was proud that we stayed with it
and got better and better as the
year went on."
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The officers and employees of The Murray Bank
invite you to join usfor our annual
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Friday, December 19th
10:00 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.
Holiday Refreshments
Served at all locations
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Bank

405 South 12th Street & 700 North 12th Street • 270-753-5626
707 Main St. • Hazel, KY • 270-492-8388
Online Banking: www.themurraybank.com
Member FDIC
24 Hour Account Info: 270-753-8558
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Santa Claus will be at t4e Main Officefrom
3:30 p.m. - 5:30 p.m. to visit with kids ofall ages
and havefree photos made with them!
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